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Abstract. In this work we study the Higgs boson decays into two photons and into one pho-
ton and one Z gauge boson within the context of the non-linear Effective Field Theory called
the Electroweak Chiral Lagrangian. We present a detailed computation of the corresponding
amplitudes to one-loop level in the covariant Rξ gauges. We assume that the fermionic loop
contributions are as in the Standard Model and focus here just in the computation of the
bosonic loop contributions. Our renormalization program and the anatomy of the various
contributions participating in the Rξ gauges are fully explored. With this present computa-
tion we demonstrate the gauge invariance of the EChL result, not only for the case of on-shell
Higgs boson, but also for the most general and interesting case of off-shell Higgs boson. We
finally analyse and conclude on the special relevance of the Goldstone boson loops, in good
agreement with the expected chiral loops behaviour in Chiral Lagrangians. We perform a
systematic comparison with the corresponding computation of the Standard Model in the Rξ
gauges and with the previous EChL results in the unitary gauge.
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1 Introduction
After the discovery of the Higgs boson particle [1, 2], a great effort has been done in exploring
new aspects of the Higgs physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) with the tools of Effective
Field Theories (EFTs), both in the linear and in the non-linear approach (for a review, see for
instance [3]). Within the non-linear approach, which we follow in this work, the EFT that has
become more popular is the one based on the Electroweak Chiral Lagrangian (EChL), also
named Higgs Effective Field Theory (HEFT) in the literature. This non-linear EFT is the
most appropriate one in the case that the new ultraviolet physics beyond the SM be strongly
interacting like, e.g., in composite models, since in that cases the dynamics of the Goldstone
bosons (GBs) is well described by the non-linear effective Chiral Lagrangians (for a review,
see for instance [4]). The inspiring example, predecessor of these type of non-linear EFTs,
is the one provided by the Chiral Lagrangian of pions in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
and the Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [5–7]. Nowadays, it is generally accepted that
ChPT describes successfully the dynamics of the pions, that are the GBs associated to the
spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry in QCD. The proposal of using a non-linear
EFT within the context of the electroweak (EW) interactions based on the SU(2)L×SU(2)R
chiral symmetry of the SM scalar sector that is spontaneously broken down to the subgroup
SU(2)L+R = SU(2)C , called the custodial symmetry group, was done long ago [8–18]. It is in
the last years, after the discovery of the Higgs boson particle, that the EChL has been renewed
with the incorporation of the Higgs field as an extra explicit light scalar field in addition to
the three GBs. Consequently, the new version of the EChL contains more effective operators
that now include also the Higgs field [19–30].
The key issue in this non-linear EChL is that the GBs are in a non-linear representation
of the SU(2) group whereas the Higgs boson is a singlet. This is in contrast to the linear
EFT case (like the SMEFT) where both the GBs and the Higgs boson are placed together
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in a linear representation, given by the usual SM Higgs doublet. The GBs in the non-
linear case transform non-linearly under the EW chiral symmetry and, more interestingly,
have derivative self-couplings, therefore growing with energy, which are not present in the
linear case. This basically leads to a very different counting when extracting the relevant
contributions in a practical computation of a given observable in both approaches, the linear
and the non-linear one. The linear approach uses the canonical counting, whereas the non-
linear one uses the so-called chiral counting [26–28]. In consequence, this later leads to the
corresponding chiral expansion being ordered by powers of momentum and soft masses and,
therefore, giving rise to predictions for the observables that behave with momentum and
masses very differently than in the linear case. Furthermore, precisely due to this different
counting, the renormalization programs in both approaches are also very different.
Our focus here is in the non-linear case given by the EChL where, according to the
usual rules with Chiral Lagrangians, the renormalization program is done perturbatively in
the chiral expansion. Namely, terms of a given chiral order in the Chiral Lagrangian act as
counter-terms to renormalize the generated divergences beyond tree level from the terms with
lower chiral dimension. In particular, the generated divergences at the one-loop level and the
corresponding renormalization program in the EChL have been explored in the literature,
both at the effective action or effective Lagrangian level [31–33] and for specific observables,
like scattering processes involving EW gauge bosons. These later include γγ → V V with
V V = WW,ZZ [25], and vector boson scattering V V → V V with various options for the EW
bosons V ’s being W± and Z [22–24]. In all these scattering cases the one-loop computations
with the EChL were simplified by considering just the loops containing only GBs and the
Higgs boson and by neglecting all the other loops including the gauge bosons. However, there
is not yet, to our knowledge a complete computation of these scattering processes to one-loop
level within the EChL. The other interesting processes studied in the literature within the
EChL at the one-loop level are the Higgs boson decays. In particular, H → γγ and H → γZ
have been computed in [34] within the unitary gauge, where only gauge bosons are involved
in the loops by construction. But, to our knowledge there is not available computation of
these decays in the covariant gauges and, therefore, the specific contributions in these Rξ
gauges from GBs loops and the rest of loops have not being explored yet within this EChL
non-linear context.
In this paper, we present an explicit and detailed computation of the one-loop ampli-
tudes for the H → γγ and H → γZ decays within the EChL in the covariant Rξ gauges.
Our purpose is to present this new computation in a didactic and illustrative way, showing
in detail the various steps to follow, starting with the chiral expansion and ending with the
renormalization program in order to get the final UV-finite and gauge invariant result for the
total amplitude, within this non-linear EFT. Of course our purpose is also to compare our re-
sults of the Rξ gauges with the previous results in the unitary gauge of [34]. For the one-loop
computation in the H → γγ case and for the explicit demonstration of the gauge invariance
of the EChL result we have followed very closely the method of [35] which was applied for the
SM case, that we find very useful. We should also mention that other computations in the
literature of these two Higgs boson decays within the context of EFT were done within the
linear approach which, as we have said, involve different techniques, renormalization program
and counting rules than the in non-linear case which we deal with here. Concretely, in the
SMEFT to one-loop with Rξ gauges, H → γγ has been computed in [36, 37], and H → γZ
in [38].
In our study of the anatomy of the various loop contributions participating in these
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Higgs boson decays, we also wish to explore the special role played by the GBs loops. Thus,
we also include in our study an important part where we discuss on the role played by the
GBs loops, differentiating both cases: on-shell versus off-shell Higgs boson. The results for
the off-shell case involving high energies for the virtual Higgs particle, say at the TeV range,
will tell us about the relevance on these GB loops (also called chiral loops) in high energy
colliders like the LHC, the linear colliders as ILC or CLIC, etc., and then access to the EW
symmetry breaking sector (EWSBS).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the main features of the
EChL and the relevant operators participating in both H → γγ, γZ decays. Section 3 is
devoted to the renormalization program and to present the analytical results for the one-
loop amplitudes of the EChL in the Rξ gauges. We also show in that section how the gauge
invariance is established, and include a comparison with the corresponding SM results. The
results for the associated one-loop vertex functions to these decays, differentiating the two
cases with off-shell/on-shell Higgs boson, are discussed in Section 4. The numerical results
for the partial decay widths and the study of the behaviour of these vertex functions with
the Higgs boson momentum are presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
The supplementary material needed for the computation, as the relevant Feynman rules, the
chosen conventions for the loop integrals and the preparation of the one-loop diagrams for
the automated computation, are summarized in the appendices.
2 The Electroweak Chiral Lagrangian: relevant interactions
The EChL is a gauged non-linear EFT based on the SU(2)L × SU(2)R chiral symmetry of
the EWSBS. This symmetry is spontaneously broken down to the subgroup SU(2)L+R =
SU(2)C , called the custodial symmetry group. Also, the EChL is Lorentz, CP and SU(2)L×
U(1)Y gauge invariant. In the present work, we focus on the bosonic part of the EChL
assuming that the fermionic contributions to the observables of interest here, H → γγ and
H → γZ, are the same as in the SM. For the present work, we consider only effective operators
within the EChL that preserve custodial symmetry. With this assumption, the only source
of custodial symmetry breaking in the bosonic sector of the EChL is, as in the SM case, the
small non-zero hypercharge gauge coupling g′ corresponding to U(1)Y . As dynamical fields,
the EChL contains the EW gauge bosons Bµ and W
a
µ (with a = 1, 2, 3), and the SM-like
Higgs boson H. In contrast to the SM case, and other EFTs for BSM Higgs physics, where
the Higgs field is implemented together with the would-be GBs inside a linear representation
of SU(2), given by the doublet ΦT = (ipi+ , ((H + v)− ipi3)/√2) with pi± = (pi1 ∓ ipi2)/√2,
in the EChL the Higgs field and the GB fields are introduced separately. The H field is a
singlet of the EW chiral symmetry and the EW gauge symmetry and, consequently, there
are not limitations from symmetry arguments on the implementation of this field and its
interactions into the Lagrangian. Usually, in the EChL, the interactions of H with the other
fields are introduced via multiplicative generic polynomials. Regarding the three GBs, pia,
they are introduced in the EChL in a non-linear representation of SU(2). We use here the
exponential parametrization given by:
U(pia) = eipi
aτa/v (2.1)
where, τa, a = 1, 2, 3, are the Pauli matrices and v = 246 GeV. Under a EW chiral transfor-
mation of SU(2)L × SU(2)R, given by L ∈ SU(2)L and R ∈ SU(2)R, the field U transforms
linearly as LUR†, whereas the GBs pia transform non-linearly. In this sense, these EW GBs
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of the EChL behave similarly to the pions in low energy QCD, which are identified with the
GBs of the Chiral symmetry breaking. Consequently, the building of this non-linear EFT for
low energy EW interactions as given by the EChL is clearly inspired in the well known Chiral
Perturbation Theory for low energy strong interactions given by the Chiral Lagrangian of
QCD [5–7]. On the other hand, the EW gauge bosons are introduced in the EChL via the
U(1)Y and SU(2)L field strength tensors and the covariant derivative of the U matrix by:
Bˆµν = ∂µBˆν − ∂νBˆµ , Wˆµν = ∂µWˆν − ∂νWˆµ + i[Wˆµ, Wˆν ] ,
DµU = ∂µU + iWˆµU − iUBˆµ , (2.2)
where Bˆµ = g
′Bµτ3/2 and Wˆµ = gW aµτa/2. In order to introduce the physical fields, we use
the usual definitions:
W±µ =
1√
2
(W 1µ ∓ iW 2µ) , Zµ = cwW 3µ − swBµ , Aµ = swW 3µ + cwBµ , (2.3)
where we use the short notation sW = sin θW and cW = cos θW .
The EChL structure is based on a momentum expansion following the usual counting
rules of the Chiral Lagrangian approach, and the effective operators in the EChL are orga-
nized through their chiral dimension. This chiral dimension is established by the scaling with
the momentum p of the various contributing building blocks. In this context, derivatives and
masses are soft scales and they count with the same power of the momentum:
∂µ , mW , mZ , mH , gv , g
′v ∼ O(p) . (2.4)
The corresponding counting rules for the gauge fields and the field strength tensors can then
be obtained from the previous ones if we rewrite them in terms of the gv and g′v combinations:
Bˆµ = (g
′v)(Bµ/v)τ3/2 , Wˆµ = (gv)(W aµ/v)τ
a/2 ∼ O(p) ,
Bˆµν = (g
′v) (∂µ(Bν/v)− ∂ν(Bµ/v)) τ3/2 ∼ O(p2) ,
Wˆµν = (gv)
(
∂µ(W
a
ν /v)− ∂ν(W aµ/v)− (gv)abc(W bµ/v)(W cν/v)
)
τa/2 ∼ O(p2) . (2.5)
Consequently, an effective operator containing the block (1/g2)(WˆµνWˆ
µν) scales as O(p2),
etc.. With the above counting rules, the Chiral Lagrangian LEChL is given by the sum of the
various contributions Ld with increasing chiral dimension d, i.e., of O(pd). The dimensionless
parameter controling the convergence of this chiral expansion is p/(4piv) with 4piv ≈ 3 TeV,
in close analogy with the Chiral Lagrangian of QCD where the corresponding dimensionless
parameter is p/(4pifpi) with 4pifpi ≈ 1 GeV. Thus, in absence of any other resonance appearing
in the spectrum, the EChL is expected to be an EFT valid below thisO(3 TeV) typical energy.
We consider here just the two leading contributions, L2 and L4 in this chiral expansion
of the EChL, and then we select from them the effective operators which are relevant for the
present computation of the Higgs boson decays into γγ and γZ. Thus, we write:
LEChL = L2 + L4 + ... (2.6)
where L2 and L4 are given, respectively, by:
L2 = v
2
4
[
1 + 2a
H
v
+ b
(
H
v
)2
+ ...
]
Tr
[
DµU †DµU
]
+
1
2
∂µH ∂µH −V (H)
− 1
2g′2
Tr
[
BˆµνBˆ
µν
]
− 1
2g2
Tr
[
WˆµνWˆ
µν
]
+ LGF + LFP, (2.7)
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L4 = a1Tr
[
UBˆµνU
†Wˆµν
]
+ ia2Tr
[
UBˆµνU
†[Vµ,Vν ]
]
− ia3Tr
[
Wˆµν [Vµ,Vν ]
]
+a4Tr(VµVν)Tr(VµVν) + a5Tr(VµVµ)Tr(VνVν) + . . .
−cHBBH
v
Tr
[
BˆµνBˆ
µν
]
− cHWW H
v
Tr
[
WˆµνWˆ
µν
]
+ cHBW
H
v
Tr
[
UBˆµνU
†Wˆµν
]
+ . . .
(2.8)
where the dots mean other terms in the bosonic sector of the EChL that we do not consider
because they do not preserve custodial symmetry or because they are not relevant for the
present work. In L2 above, the terms LGF and LFP, denote the gauge-fixing and Faddeev-
Popov Lagrangian, respectively, and we have assumed the same Higgs boson potential as in
the SM:
V (H) =
1
2
m2HH
2 + λvH3 +
λ
4
H4 =
1
2
m2Hv
2
((
H
v
)2
+
(
H
v
)3
+
1
4
(
H
v
)4)
, (2.9)
with m2H = 2λv
2, and λ being the Higgs self-coupling. Notice that the second equality shows
explicitely the chiral dimension of V (H) belonging to L2 since, as we have said, the Higgs
mass mH counts as another soft mass of O(p). Notice also that there is not linear term in
H as in the SM. Regarding the relevant EChL parameters in L2, it is just the a paramater
what enters in the present computation and not b since this latter involves two Higgs fields.
For a = 1, the SM couplings of H to two gauge bosons WW and ZZ are recovered, whereas
for a 6= 1 the HWW and HZZ couplings differ from their SM values. Notice also that there
are not terms corresponding to HAA and HZA interactions in L2 (as in the SM).
In L4 above, we have introduced the chiral vector Vµ = (DµU)U † (with chiral dimension
1) to write some of the effective operators in L4 in a compact form. For the EChL parameters
in front of the effective operators in the first two lines of L4 we use the usual notation given by
ai’s (corresponding to the αi’s in the original formulation of the EChL [9], prior to the Higgs
discovery). The operators with ai’s contribute to anomalous vertices with three and four
gauge bosons and are relevant for other observables like EW vector boson scattering, photon-
photon scattering and others, but are not relevant for the present work. The parameter a1
enters in the EW precision observables, concretely the oblique S paramater, and also affects
the two-point function γZ that enters a priori in the present computation of H → γZ. The
most relevant effective operators in L4 for the present work are the three last ones, with
coefficients cHBB, cHWW and cHBW . These operators can be easily written in terms of the
physical basis, γ, W± and Z, and if we just select those contributing to H decays into γγ
and γZ we get:
−cHBBH
v
Tr
[
BˆµνBˆ
µν
]
− cHWW H
v
Tr
[
WˆµνWˆ
µν
]
+ cHBW
H
v
Tr
[
UBˆµνU
†Wˆµν
]
=
−1
2
e2
v
cHγγH(∂µAν − ∂νAµ)(∂µAν − ∂νAµ)− egcw
v
cHγZH(∂µAν − ∂νAµ)(∂µZν − ∂νZµ)
+ . . . (2.10)
where:
cHγγ = cHBB + cHWW − cHBW , (2.11)
cHγZ =
1
c2w
(−cHBBs2w + cHWW c2w −
1
2
cHBW (c
2
w − s2w)) . (2.12)
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Finally, regarding the quantization of the EChL we choose here to use the same gauge-
fixing Lagrangian, LGF, as in the SM for the Rξ gauges [39]. The issues of Rξ gauge-fixing
and renormalization within the context of the EChL were already studied long ago in [17, 18]
when the Higgs particle was not included explicitly in the Lagrangian. Generically, the
quantizacion of the EChL requires the insertion of appropriate gauge-fixing functions Fj
involving the EW gauge bosons and the GBs. This gauge-fixing Lagrangian can be written
in terms of the physical basis as:
LGF = − 1
ξW
F+F− − 1
2ξZ
F 2Z −
1
2ξA
F 2A , (2.13)
where the gauge-fixing functions are:
F± = ∂µW±µ − ξWmWpi± , FZ = ∂µZµ − ξZmZpi3 , FA = ∂µAµ . (2.14)
and ξW , ξZ , ξA are the typical gauge-fixing parameters of the Rξ gauges.
From the above gauge-fixing functions, F±, FZ and FA, we derive the corresponding
Faddeev-Popov Lagrangian [40] (see also, [17]), by:
LFP =
∑
i,j=+,−,Z,A
ci †
δFi
δαj
cj , (2.15)
where cj are the ghost fields and αj are the corresponding gauge transformation parameters
(j = +,−, Z,A). For the present computation of Higgs decays H → γV , with V = γ, Z only
charged particles (W±, pi± and c±) enter in the loops, therefore the only relevant gauge-fixing
parameter for this work is ξW . We will use a short notation for this ξW parameter from now
on and call it simply ξ.
Once the relevant parts of the EChL have been set, we are ready to present the relevant
interactions and Feynmam rules (FRs) for the present work. Specifically, the relevant vertices
entering in the present computation are: those involving pure gauge bosons, those with pure
scalars (GBs and Higgs boson), with mixed gauge-scalar bosons and vertices involving ghosts
(ghosts with gauge bosons and ghosts with scalars). Regarding the interactions involving
GBs, it is illustrative to remind that one has to perform first the expansion of the exponential
matrix of Eq. (2.1) in powers of the GB fields, pia, and the non-linearity of the EFT is clearly
manifest:
U(pia) = I2 + i
pia
v
τa − 2pi
+pi− + pi3pi3
2v2
I2 − i(2pi
+pi− + pi3pi3)pia
6v3
τa + . . . (2.16)
where I2 is the unity matrix and the dots stand for terms with four or more GBs. Only
interactions with two GBs at most are relevant for this work.
Then, following the standard procedure with Chiral Lagrangians, we distinguish between
tree level interactions from L2 and tree level interactions from L4. Indeed, to differenciate
the corresponding FRs, we use a different notation with a shaded box to mark the vertices
from L4.
The summary of all the relevant FRs for the present work is presented in Appendix A.
Tables 1-2 collect the relevant FRs from L2, and Fig. 11, summarizes the relevant FRs from
L4. In Tables 1-2 (column on the right) we have also added the corresponding FRs within
the SM, for a clear comparison. Some comments on these relevant EChL Feynman rules are
in order. Firstly, from L2, we see that the FRs for pure gauge boson interactions and for
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gauge boson interactions with ghosts are in the EChL as in the SM, as expected. Second,
the Feynman rules for the vertex HWW and HZZ within the EChL differ from that of the
SM by the coefficient a in front. Only by setting a = 1 one recovers the SM Feynman rules.
This modification of the SM vertex is well known and, in fact, it is the main responsible
for the most notably difference, respect to the SM result, from the loop contributions to the
Higgs decays in the unitary gauge [41], as it has been already established [34]. Third, there
are some interactions among gauge bosons and GBs that remain the same in the EChL as in
the SM. Concretely, the FRs for γpipi, Zpipi, γWpi, ZWpi, γγpipi and γZpipi are equal to the
SM ones. Fourth, all the remaining relevant FRs from L2 involve one Higgs boson and are
different than in the SM. Specifically these are: Hpipi, HWpi, Hcc, HγWpi, HZWpi, Hγγpipi,
HγZpipi. None of them recover the SM value by fixing a = 1. In particular, the vertex Hpipi,
in addition to the a parameter involved, has a very different structure in momentum, typical
from the non-linearity of the GBs and momentum expansion in Chiral Lagrangians. The
vertex HWpi has also a different momentum dependence than in the SM. Finally, there are
vertices that are not present in the EChL but they are present in the SM, and viceversa.
Particularly interesting is the absence of the interaction vertex of a Higgs boson with two
ghosts, thus we have introduced a vanishing FR for Hcc in the table. We also see that vertices
with four and five legs, concretely, Hγpipi, HZpipi, Hγγpipi and HγZpipi are non-vanishing in
the EChL, but they are not present in the SM (accordingly, we put in Table 2 a zero value
for these FRs in the SM).
Finally, regarding the interaction vertices from L4, we see in Fig. 11, that there are two
parameters involved which modify the Lorentz structure of the HγV vertices. Concretely,
cHγγ that enters in Hγγ, and cHγZ that enters in HγZ following Eqs. (2.11)-(2.12).
We will see in the following sections how all these interactions from the EChL enter
in our computation of the Higgs decays into γγ and γZ within the Rξ gauges, and we will
illustrate as well the comparison with respect to the SM computation.
3 Computation of the amplitudes: Renormalization and loops
In this section we present the computation of the one-loop amplitudes for the two processes
of our interest in this work, M(H → γγ) and M(H → γZ), which from now on when
commented together will be referred jointly asM(H → γV ). This computation will be done
within the EFT given by the EChL, in theRξ gauges, and at the one-loop level approximation.
Contributions from two and more loops, are assumed to be negligible when compared with
the one-loop contributions.
3.1 Description of the computational procedure
First of all, we remind the main rules in doing a computation within the EChL to one-loop
level. Generically, any amplitude of a process receives two types of contributions that are
separated as Leading Order (LO) and Next to Leading Order (NLO),
M =MLO +MNLO . (3.1)
The LO term,MLO, is the result of the amplitude when using just the tree level Lagrangian
with chiral dimension 2, or equivalently in diagrammatic terms, when using just the Feynman
Rules from L2 in Eq. (2.7) to build tree level diagrams. The NLO amplitude, MNLO, comes
from adding two types of contributions, the ones from tree level diagrams using the Feynman
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Rules from L4 in Eq. (2.8), and the ones from one-loop diagrams using the Feynman Rules
from L2 in Eq. (2.7). This procedure is similar to the one in ChPT, where loop contributions
from L2, are known to contribute to the same order in the chiral expansion, i.e. O(p4), as
tree level contributions from the chiral dimension 4 Lagrangian, L4. In fact, the operators
in L4 have a two-fold role in Chiral Lagrangians. On one hand they provide contributions
to the amplitudes of next order in the momentum expansion respect to L2, and on the other
hand they may act also as additional counter-terms of new divergences generated to one-loop
by L2, which cannot be absorbed by just the renormalization of L2.
For the two cases under study here, it is clear that the LO contribution to the amplitude
M(H → γV )LO vanishes, as it happens indeed within the SM where there are not tree level
vertices Hγγ and HγZ. Thus M(H → γV ) only receives contributions from NLO within
the EChL.
Regarding the regularization procedure of the loop contributions, we use here dimen-
sional regularization [42] as usual. This method has the advantage that preserves all the
relevant symmetries, including chiral invariance.
Concerning the renormalization procedure, we use here the standard method of generat-
ing counter-terms for all parameters and fields appearing in the tree level Lagrangian, L2+L4,
according to the usual prescription that relates the bare quantities and the renormalized ones.
In our present case, the relevant relations are summarised as follows:
H0 = Z1/2H H , B0µ = Z1/2B Bµ , W±,30µ = Z1/2W W±,3µ ,
g′0 = Z−1/2B (g′ + δg′) , g0 = Z−1/2W (g + δg) ,
a0i = ai + δai , c
0
i = ci + δci , (3.2)
where we have denoted with a 0 script the bare quantities and with no script the renormalized
quantities, to abbreviate the notation. The multiplicative renormalization constants Z are
split as usual:
ZH,B,W = 1 + δZH,B,W , (3.3)
and we have written generic counter-terms for both types of parameters in L4, namely, the
ai and the ci coefficients in Eq. (2.8). The divergences in the EChL coefficients have been
studied in the literature [22–26, 31–33] and they have also been used to renormalize some
scattering processes to one-loop within the EChL, as γγ → WW,ZZ [25], and vector boson
scattering processes [22–24]. However, in the present work, only the ci from Eq. (2.8) enter.
Specifically, the involved counter-terms from Eq. (2.8) are those of the derived coefficients
cHγγ in Eq. (2.11), for H → γγ and cHγZ in Eq. (2.12), for H → γZ.
For a clear presentation of the forthcoming results, our systematic computation of the
decay amplitude M(H → γV ) at one-loop level is organized in terms of the relevant one-
particle irreducible (1PI) renormalized Green functions, such that our renormalization pro-
gram will be first addressed to these 1PI functions, and later these will be inserted into the
corresponding M(H → γV ) amplitude. Generically, this can be written as:
M(H → γV ) =M1−pt +M2−pt +M3−pt +Mw.f.r. , (3.4)
whereMn−pt means the contribution from the n-point 1PI renormalized function to the am-
plitude, and we have separated explicitly the potential contribution from the wave-function
renormalization of the external legs, Mw.f.r.. All these 1PI renormalized functions, called
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generically here ΓR, are derived using diagrammatic methods, following the usual decompo-
sition:
ΓR = ΓT + ΓL + ΓC . (3.5)
Within the EChL, ΓT means contributions from tree level Lagrangian, L2 + L4, ΓL are
the contributions from the one-loop diagrams using the interaction vertices of L2, and ΓC
summarises the contributions from all the counter-terms generated by the prescription in
Eq. (3.2). All these quantities are expressed in terms of renormalized parameters.
Finally, once the regularization and renormalization procedures have been fixed, the
next step is setting the renormalization conditions that we have adopted here. These partic-
ular conditions will provide the specific values of the counter-terms involved in the present
computation. We adopt a hybrid prescription in which we impose the on-shell (OS) scheme
for the physical sector in L2, i.e. for W , Z, γ and H, and the MS scheme for the EW chiral
parameters in L4, i.e., for the ai and ci coefficients. Explicitly, our renormalization conditions
are the following:
• Vanishing Tadpole:
TR = 0 . (3.6)
• The pole of the renormalized propagator of the Higgs boson lies at mH and the corre-
sponding residue is equal to 1:
Re
[
ΣRHH(m
2
H)
]
= 0 , Re
[
dΣRHH
dq2
(m2H)
]
= 0 . (3.7)
• Properties of the photon: residue equal one; no A− Z mixing propagators for on-shell
photons; and the electric charge defined like in QED, since there is a remnant U(1)EM
symmetry.
Re
[
dΣRAA
dq2
(0)
]
= 0 , ΣRZA(0) = 0 , Γ
Rµ
γee|OS = ieγµ . (3.8)
• The poles of the renormalized propagator of the W and Z bosons lie at mW and mZ
Re
[
ΣRWW (m
2
W)
]
= 0 , Re
[
ΣRZZ(m
2
Z)
]
= 0 . (3.9)
• MS scheme for cHγγ and cHγZ .
In the previous expressions, we used the notation ΣRHH for the renormalized self-energy of
the Higgs boson and ΣRV V ′ for the renormalized transverse self-energy connecting the gauge
bosons V and V ′. The renormalization of the unphysical sector in L2 is not relevant for
the present computation, then we do not need to fix the counter-terms participating in the
gauge-fixing, in the longitudinal part of the self-energy of the gauge bosons, in the self-energy
of the GBs and in the mixing propagators of photon-ghost or Z-ghost.
With the above renormalization conditions we can already conclude on which n-point
renormalized 1PI functions contribute in each decay:
Mγγ ≡M(H → γγ) = 〈γ(k1)γ(k2)|S|H(q)〉 =M3−pt , (3.10)
and
MγZ ≡M(H → γZ) = 〈γ(k1)Z(k2)|S|H(q)〉 =M2−pt +M3−pt . (3.11)
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The corresponding graphical representations of the above contributions are shown in Fig. 1.
We have included in these graphs our momentum convention for the H(q) → Aµ(k1)Vν(k2)
decays: q is the incoming Higgs boson momentum, and k1,2 are the outgoing gauge bosons
momenta.
q
k1
k2
H
γµ
γν
q
k1
k2
Z
H
γµ
Zν
q
k1
k2
H
γµ
Zν
Figure 1. Contributions of the two and three-point renormalized Green functions (denoted by gray
circles). Upper line corresponding to H → γγ and the lower line to H → γZ.
Some comments are in order. First, notice that there are not contributions from the
1-point 1PI function. This is due to the above vanishing renormalized Tadpole condition
which implies M1−pt = 0. Second, Mw.f.r. also vanishes since it is obtained as Mw.f.r. =
MLO(RH +RA+RV )/2 from the finite residues R of the external legs that generically could
be different from 1, depending on the renormalization conditions. However, hereMw.f.r. = 0
because there is not LO contribution as we have said, i.e., due to MLO = 0. Third, it is
important noticing that for the H → γZ decay, the renormalized self-energy connecting a
photon with a Z boson is present as an external leg correction (lower left diagram of Fig. 1).
But our renormalization condition for this Green function evaluated at an on-shell photon
implies thatM2−pt = 0 (notice that no such diagram is present in the one-loop computation
of H → γγ). Therefore, the unique contributions to both decay amplitudes are M3−pt and
these come exclusively from the corresponding renormalized three-point functions: ΓRHAA
(upper diagram of Fig. 1) and ΓRHAZ (lower right diagram of Fig. 1), respectively.
Finally, since the renormalization procedure implemented here preserves the gauge sym-
metry of the EChL, then the corresponding Ward identity for the U(1)EM subgroup is also
preserved . This U(1)EM Ward identity for the external on-shell photon implies a very precise
structure for the decay amplitude of H(q)→ γ(k1)V (k2) which can be written as:
MγV =MµνγV µ(k1)ν(k2) with MµνγV = VHγV (q, k1, k2)
(
gµν − k
µ
2k
ν
1
k1 · k2
)
, (3.12)
where µ(k1) and ν(k2) are the polarization vectors of the outgoing gauge bosons and VHγV
is a complex function of the three external momenta (q, k1 and k2), with q = k1 + k2
by momentum conservation. Written the amplitude in this way, it is easy to check that it
vanishes if the photon polarization vector is replaced by its corresponding momentum. Notice
that MµνγV = ΓRµνHAV in the 1PI notation described before. Thus, our next aim is to provide
the results for the two relevant functions ΓRµνHAA and Γ
Rµν
HAZ or, equivalently, Mµνγγ and MµνγZ .
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3.2 Analytical results
In this section we present the analytical results for the total one-loop amplitudes Mγγ and
MγZ within the EChL in the Rξ gauges. In the following we assume that the final gauge
bosons (γ and Z) are on-shell and we present the results for the two interesting cases cor-
responding to: 1) the Higgs boson is off-shell, and 2) the Higgs boson is on-shell. We will
also compare all these results with the corresponding ones in the SM case, which we have
recomputed here in the Rξ gauges for illustrative purposes. From now on, and to distinguish
clearly the EChL from the SM results, we continue using the simple notation M and V for
the EChL’s amplitudes and vertex functions, but we use instead the ‘bar’ notation for the
corresponding SM results,M and V .
Next, we split all the results into three contributions, tree level, counter-terms and loops,
following Eq. (3.5), which we compute with diagrammatic methods. The contributions from
tree level diagrams lead to:
MTµνγγ =
e2g
mW
cHγγ (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1 ) , (3.13)
MTµνγZ =
eg2cw
mW
cHγZ (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1 ) . (3.14)
They are written in terms of the renormalized parameters, e, g, cHγγ , cHγZ and mW. The
corresponding Feynman rules for the relevant interaction vertices, which come from L4, are
given in Appendix A. These tree level results in the EChL are clearly in contrast to the SM
case where there are not tree level contributions.
On the other hand, the counter-term contributions in the EChL lead to the following
result:
MCµνγγ =
e2g
mW
δcHγγ (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1 ) , (3.15)
MCµνγZ =
eg2cw
mW
δcHγZ (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1 ) +
ag
mW
m2Zswcw
(
δg
g
− δg
′
g′
)
gµν . (3.16)
The corresponding Feynman rules for the involved counter-terms can also be found in Ap-
pendix A. The previous result is also in contrast to the SM case, where there is not counter-
term for the H → γγ decay and the corresponding one for the H → γZ decay is equal
to just the second term with a = 1 in the previous equation. This second term is derived
from L2 with the prescription in Eq. (3.2), and its value is fixed from the renormalization
condition on the self-energy of the photon-Z mixing in Eq. (3.8). Concretely, one starts with
the renormalized two-point transverse self-energy of the photon-Z mixing as given by:
ΣRZA(q
2) = ΣLZA(q
2)− q2 (δZZA − gg′(c2w − s2w)(a1 + δa1))+m2Zswcw (δgg − δg′g′
)
. (3.17)
where ΣLZA is the one-loop contribution to this self-energy and δZZA is the corresponding
counter-term from the wave-function renormalization. Then, from the OS renormalization
condition, ΣRZA(0) = 0, and the explicit bosonic loop computation of the self-energy in the
Rξ gauges of the diagrams in Fig. 2, we get:
m2Zswcw
(
δg
g
− δg
′
g′
)
= −ΣLZA(0)
= − eg
16pi2
m2W
4cw
(
2(3 + ξ)∆ + 5 + ξ +
2ξ(2 + ξ) log(ξ)
1− ξ
)
, (3.18)
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where the divergence of dimensional regularization ∆ is given in Eq. (B.1). Notice that the
above result of ΣLZA(0) in the Rξ gauges is valid for both the EChL and the SM, since the
contributing diagrams in Fig. 2 are the same, and also the FRs involved coincide in both
cases.
Aµ Zν
(a)
Aµ Zν
(b)
Aµ Zν
(c)
Aµ Zν
(d)
Aµ Zν
(e)
Aµ Zν
(f)
Figure 2. Bosonic loop diagrams contributing to ΣLZA(q
2) in the Rξ gauges. We denote the internal
W bosons, charged GBs and charged ghosts by wavy, dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
Therefore, all the involved counter-terms in Eqs. (3.15)-(3.16) are fixed in terms of loop
computations. The involved combination of gauge couplings counter-terms is fixed from the
loops of the mixing two-point function, and there are just two left counter-terms δcHγγ and
δcHγZ that need to be fixed from the loops of the three-point functions, Γ
L
HAA and Γ
L
HAZ ,
respectively. Indeed, we can already anticipate our result that, for the H → γγ decay, the
sum of all the one-loop contributions in the Rξ gauges is UV-finite and, therefore we find
δcHγγ = 0. This result is in agreement with the result in the literature of the unitary gauge
[34], which is known to be finite without the need of renormalization. For the H → γZ decay,
the divergence of the sum of all the one-loop contributions in the Rξ gauges of the three-point
function cancels out with the divergence from the one-loop contributions in the photon-Z
mixing self-energy, via the Eq. (3.18). Thus, we find in the Rξ gauges that δcHγZ = 0. Again,
this is in agreement with the result in the literature of the unitary gauge [34], which is known
to be finite without the need of renormalization. This is also in concordance with our finding
that in the unitary gauge we get ΣLZA(0)|U = 0, as expected.
Regarding the contributions from loop diagrams to MLγV , we classify them generically
into four categories accordingly to the particles in the loops: i) loops with only gauge bosons
(called ‘gauge’ in short), ii) loops with both gauge and GBs (called ‘mix’ in short reference to
mixed loops), iii) loops with just GBs (called ‘GB’ in short), and iv) loops with only ghosts
(called ‘ghost’ in short). Then we write the loop amplitude in the Rξ gauges as
MLγV =MgaugeγV +MmixγV +MGBγV +MghostγV . (3.19)
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Notice that, as we explained in Section 2, the Higgs boson does not couple to the ghosts,
thus there are not diagrams contributing to MghostγV in the EChL, but they are present in
the SM computation. Through this forthcoming loop computation we keep in parallel the
comparison respect to the SM case which we find very illustrative. In fact, for the present
loops computation and for the demonstration of gauge invariance of the result we follow
closely the procedure and notation of diagrams in the reference [35] that was devoted to the
SM case.
In Fig. 3, we show the diagrams contributing to MgaugeγV . They are the same in both
EChL and SM and coincide with the ones in the unitary gauge computation. We explicitly
draw the crossing diagrams (denoted by a prime ’) because they give different results for the
H → γZ decay. For the H → γγ case, they can be omitted by means of a factor 2 in the
amplitude of the non-primed diagram. Our convention here is to show the diagrams in which
the negative-charge flows in the same direction of the indicated momentum p.
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(a)
α
β
γ
δ
λ
ρ
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(a’)
α
β
ρ
λ
δ
γ
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(b)
α
β
γ
δ
Figure 3. One-loop diagrams contributing toMgaugeγV in both the EChL and the SM cases. Negative-
charge flows in the same direction of the momentum p.
In Fig. 4, we present the diagrams contributing to MmixγV . They are the same in both
EChL and SM too.
The Fig. 5 shows the diagrams contributing to MGBγV . Now diagrams (k), (l) and (l’)
are only present in the EChL due to the multiple Goldstone boson interactions in this EFT
(manifestation of its non-linearity).
Finally, the Fig. 6 shows the diagrams contributing to MghostγV that are only present in
the SM.
Now we are ready to present the calculation of the previous diagrams and show how the
gauge-fixing ξ-parameter cancellation proceeds in the EChL. The reading of each diagram
in terms of the Feynman rules is provided separately in the Appendix B for both the EChL
and the SM. The analytical one-loop computation was performed with Package-X [43] and
we closely follow the presentation in [35]. In particular, we split the W propagator −iPµν
into two pieces: i) the corresponding one to the unitary gauge Uµν , and ii) the remaining
one Rµν which contains the whole ξ-dependence of the W propagator. The contributions to
the amplitude from this latter part will be combined with the contributions from loops with
GB and ghost propagators, that also provide other ξ-dependent terms. In this way the final
demonstration of the gauge invariance and ξ-independence of the total one-loop amplitude
will be indeed manifest from the explicit cancellation of the ξ-dependent terms in doing the
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pH
γµ
γν , Zν
(c)
α
γ
λ
ρ
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(c’)
α
ρ
δ
γ
p− k1
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(d)
λ
ρ
p− k2
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(d’)
λ
ρ
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(e)
α
γ
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(e’)
α
γ
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(f)
α
γ
β
δ
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(g)
λ
ρ
Figure 4. One-loop diagrams contributing to MmixγV in both the EChL and the SM cases. Negative-
charge flows in the same direction of the momentum p.
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(h)
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(h’)
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(i)
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(k)
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(l)
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(l’)
Figure 5. One-loop diagrams contributing to MGBγV in the EChL case. Only diagrams (h), (h’) and
(i) are present in the SM. Negative-charge flows in the same direction of the momentum p.
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pH
γµ
γν , Zν
(j)
p
H
γµ
γν , Zν
(j’)
Figure 6. One-loop diagrams contributing to MghostγV in the SM case. There are not such diagrams
in the EChL. Negative-charge flows in the same direction of the momentum p.
sum of all the above commented subset of contributions. Explicitly,
Pµν(p) =
1
p2 −m2W
(
gµν − (1− ξ) pµpν
p2 − ξm2W
)
= Uµν(p) +Rµν(p) (3.20)
where
Uµν(p) =
gµν − pµpνm2W
p2 −m2W
and Rµν(p) =
pµpν
m2W
p2 − ξm2W
. (3.21)
Firstly, it is interesting to notice that the ‘ghost’ contributions in the EChL for both
decays vanish:
MghostγV = 0, (3.22)
since, as we have said, the Higgs couplings to the ghost fields are zero within the EChL. This
is in contrast to the SM case where there are non-vanishing contributions from the diagrams
in Fig. 6,
MghostγV =M j +M j′ . (3.23)
On the other hand, the Goldstone boson loop contributions in the EChL are coming
from diagrams in Fig. 5:
MGBγV =Mh +Mh′ +Mi +Mk +Ml +Ml′ (3.24)
Again, in contrast to the SM case, where the contributing loop diagrams from GB are:
MGBγV =Mh +Mh′ +M i . (3.25)
Starting with the H → γγ decay, from the explicit one-loop computation in the EChL
for an arbitrary off- shell Higgs boson momentum (q2 6= m2H) we get the following result:
MGBγγ =
e2g
mW
a
16pi2
(
1− 2ξm
2
W
q2
)(
2− 24ξm
2
W
q2
f
(
4ξm2W
q2
))(
q2
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2)
(3.26)
where the function f is
f(r) = −1
4
log2
(
−1−
√
1− r
1 +
√
1− r
)
=
 arcsin
2
(
1√
r
)
r ≥ 1
−14
(
ln
(
1+
√
1−r
1−√1−r
)
− ipi
)2
0 < r < 1
(3.27)
Several interesting comments are in order. First, the above GB’s amplitude is ξ-
dependent as it is expected in the Rξ gauges. Second, it is surprising that only this subset
of diagrams respects the Ward structure of Eq. (3.12). This structure is not maintained
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separately for the other contributions of Eq. (3.19). However, it is recovered for the loop
amplitude MLγγ , as it is expected. Third, this GB contribution is UV-finite and it is linear
on the a parameter (that controls the EChL interactions involving one Higgs). Fourth, we
find also interesting that this GB’s amplitude in the EChL is independent of mH . This is due
to the fact that the interaction of the Higgs boson to two GBs is given by the product of the
two GB momenta, differently to the SM case where this coupling is given in terms of mH (see
the FRs in Table 2). Then, this independence on mH of the EChL GB’s amplitude contrasts
with the corresponding amplitude in the SM, where we find the following mH dependent
result:
MGBγγ =
e2g
16pi2mW
m2H
q2
(
2− 24ξm
2
W
q2
f
(
4ξm2W
q2
))(
q2
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2) . (3.28)
In fact, the two amplitudes above, MGBγγ andMGBγγ are clearly different even for a = 1, in
contrast to the total loop amplitudeMLγγ where the SM result coincides with the EChL one
for a = 1. Finally, it is also worth commenting on the coincidences. First, both quantities
are UV-finite. We also see clearly that the two results for MGBγγ andMGBγγ above coincide
for a = 1 when the Landau gauge is chosen and the Higgs boson momentum is fixed to be
on-shell, i.e., for ξ = 0 and q2 = m2H . Then, in the Landau gauge, the potential differences
from the non-linearity of the GB interactions in the EChL are not emergent in the on-shell
result for the GB loop contributions.
Regarding the remaining loop contributions, ‘gauge’ and ‘mix’, and following the split-
ting of Eq. (3.20), each one-loop diagram is separated into several parts. We adopt the same
notation for the various parts of the amplitudes as in [35]: for a given diagram, a contribution
with two subscripts means two propagators and a contribution with three subscripts means
three propagators. Thus, a subscript ‘0’ is assigned for each GB propagator, a subscript ‘1’
for each unitary part Uµν and a subscript ‘2’ for the remaining part Rµν of the W propagator.
The explicit separation into the above commented contributions, for each ‘gauge’ and ‘mix’
diagrams in the EChL, is the following:
Ma,a′ = M111 +M112 +M121 +M122 +M211 +M212 +M221 +M222 ,
Mb = M11 +M12 +M21 +M22 , Mc,c′ =M110 +M120 +M210 +M220 ,
Md,d′ = M10 +M20 , Me,e′ =M100 +M200 ,
Mf = M101 +M102 +M201 +M202 , Mg =M010 +M020 . (3.29)
And a similar decomposition can be done for the corresponding parts in the SM loop ampli-
tudesMLγγ .
Following the ξ-cancellation demonstration in [35] for the SM case, we arrive to a set
of relations among the different parts of the diagrams in the EChL, but in this case for an
off-shell Higgs boson. We find the following result for the EChL in the Rξ gauges for arbitrary
q2:
M122 =M221 =M222 =M220 = 0 , (3.30)
M20 +M200 +M202 +M020 = −MGBγγ − (M22 +M212 +M210 +M010) , (3.31)
M12 +M21 +M112 +M211 +M110 +M10 +M120 +M100 =
= − (M121 +M101 +M102 +M201) . (3.32)
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These relations above can be compared with the corresponding relations in the SM case, which
were provided in [35] for the particular case of on-shell Higgs boson momentum, q2 = m2H :
M122 =M221 =M222 =M220 = 0 , (3.33)
M20 +M200 +M202 +M020 +Mghostγγ = −MGBγγ −
(M22 +M212 +M210 +M010) , (3.34)
M12 +M21 +M112 +M211 +M110 +M10 = −
(M121 +M101) , (3.35)
M120 +M100 = −
(M102 +M201) , (3.36)
Notice that adding Eq. (3.35) and Eq. (3.36) we get a similar relation to Eq. (3.32), but for
q2 = m2H in the SM case.
Therefore, in summary, putting all together from Eqs. (3.30)-(3.32), we have for the
ξ-dependent parts of all diagrams a vanishing contribution in the EChL for an arbitrary q2:∑
n6=111,11
Mn = 0 . (3.37)
And, similarly for the SM, but fixing q2 = m2H in this case:∑
n6=111,11
Mn|q2=m2H = 0 . (3.38)
Now, for the one-loop contribution of the ‘111’ part of diagrams (a), (a’) and the ‘11’
part of (b) for an arbitrary off-shell Higgs momentum we get the following result for the
EChL in the Rξ gauges:
M111 +M11 = e
2g
mW
a
16pi2
(
2 + 3
4m2W
q2
+ 3
(
2− 4m
2
W
q2
)
4m2W
q2
f
(
4m2W
q2
))
(
q2
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2) . (3.39)
Notice that it is ξ-independent (by construction), UV-finite and has the Ward structure.
And this is precisely the same result than adding the three unique diagrams contributing in
the unitary gauge, (a), (a’) and (b). Therefore, we get the interesting result that the loop
amplitude in the Rξ gauges and the unitary gauge coincide in the EChL for an arbitrary
off-shell q2 Higgs boson momentum, and not only for the particular on-shell case:
MLγγ =M111 +M11 =MLγγ |U . (3.40)
For the SM case, we get the following expression for an arbitrary q2 momentum:
M111 +M11 = e
2g
mW
1
16pi2
(
2 + 3
4m2W
q2
+ 3
(
2− 4m
2
W
q2
)
4m2W
q2
f
(
4m2W
q2
))
(
q2
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2) . (3.41)
This expression is ξ-independent (by construction), UV-finite and has the Ward structure.
Notice that when fixing q2 = m2H in the previous Eq. (3.41), we get the same result as in
[35]. Hence the equality of the Rξ gauges and unitary gauge results is obtained exclusively
for q2 = m2H, as expected:
MLγγ |q2=m2H =M111|q2=m2H +M11|q2=m2H =M
L
γγ |Uq2=m2H . (3.42)
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Therefore, we conclude that the SM loop amplitude and the EChL loop amplitude coincide
for a = 1 if (and only if) the Higgs boson is on-shell, i.e., we find for q2 = m2H :
MLγγ |q2=m2H =M
L
γγ |q2=m2H; a=1 . (3.43)
A different situation occurs in the SM when the Higgs boson is not on-shell. For the
Higgs boson off-shell, we arrive to the same Eqs. (3.33)-(3.34) but the Eqs. (3.35)-(3.36)
are no longer valid. Hence, the SM result in the Rξ gauges for an arbitrary Higgs boson
momentum q2 does not respect the Ward structure and the equivalence with the unitary
gauge is not fulfiled. This is in remarkable contrast with our result from the EChL where
even for off-shell q2 the Ward structure is respected and the equivalence between the Rξ and
unitary gauge predictions is hold. In particular, we find the following ξ-dependent result for
the sum of all the other terms of the SM one-loop amplitude for off-shell q2 momentum:∑
n6=111,11
Mn = e
2g
16pi2mW
(
−q
2 −m2H
2q2
)
µ(k1)ν(k2)(
gµν
(
2q2 + (1− ξ + ln(1/ξ))m2W
−2(1− ξ)m2Wg(4ξm2W/q2) + 3ξm2Wq2f(4ξm2W/q2)
+(−q2 + (1− ξ)2m2W)m2WC0(0, q,
√
ξmW,mW,
√
ξmW)
)
− k
µ
2k
ν
1
k1 · k2
(
2q2 + 2(1− ξ + ln(1/ξ))m2W
−4(1− ξ)m2Wg(4ξm2W/q2) + 3ξm2Wq2f(4ξm2W/q2)
+(q2 + 2(1− ξ)2m2W)m2WC0(0, q,
√
ξmW,mW,
√
ξmW)
))
, (3.44)
where the function f was defined in Eq. (3.27) and the function g is defined as:
g(r) = −1
2
√
1− r log
(
−1−
√
1− r
1 +
√
1− r
)
=

√
r − 1 arcsin
(
1√
r
)
r ≥ 1
1
2
√
1− r
(
ln
(
1+
√
1−r
1−√1−r
)
− ipi
)
0 < r < 1 .
(3.45)
Here, C0 is the scalar three-point one-loop integral function in the Passarino-Veltman nota-
tion (see Appendix B for details). Notice that the result in Eq. (3.44) is UV-finite.
In summary, the SM loop amplitude in the Rξ gauges for an arbitrary Higgs boson
momentum is UV-finite and is given by:
MLγγ =M111 +M11 +
∑
n 6=111,11
Mn , (3.46)
whereM111 +M11 is displayed in Eq. (3.41), and the remaining contributions which are
ξ-dependent are collected in Eq. (3.44). In particular, this explicitly shows that the ξ-
independence and the Ward structure of the total SM loop amplitude in the Rξ gauges,
is only obtained for the case of on-shell Higgs boson. We believe that the above results
in Eq. (3.41), and Eq. (3.44) and, therefore, the total SM result for the off-shell case in
Eq. (3.46), are novel results that we have not found in the previous literature.
Finally, putting all contributions together, tree-level of Eq. (3.13), loop of Eq. (3.39)
and counter-term of Eq. (3.15), we find the total one-loop amplitude corresponding to the
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H → γγ decay in the EChL. In fact, we demonstrate that δcHγγ = 0 since MLγγ is UV-finite
and no renormalization for the cHγγ parameter is needed. We then conclude with our final
EChL result in the Rξ gauges for an arbitrary q
2 off-shell Higgs boson momentum:
Mγγ = e
2g
mW
(
cHγγ +
a
16pi2
(
2 + 3
4m2W
q2
+ 3
(
2− 4m
2
W
q2
)
4m2W
q2
f
(
4m2W
q2
)))
(
q2
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2) . (3.47)
And we enphasize, that for the particular case of Higgs boson on-shell, as can be deduced
from the previous equation by setting q2 = m2H , our result of the Rξ gauges is in agreement
with the unitary gauge result in [34] and the corresponding SM total one-loop amplitude is
recovered for a = 1 and cHγγ = 0, as expected.
Now, we move to the H → γZ decay. The systematic of this computation is the same
as before but now some interesting cancellations of the divergences and of the ξ-dependent
terms among the loops and counter-term contributions take place in the Rξ gauges. First, for
the Goldstone boson loops contribution in the EChL we find the following result for arbitrary
off-shell q2 momentum:
MGBγZ =
eg2cw(1− t2w)
mW
a
16pi2
q2 − 2ξm2W
q2 −m2Z
(
1− 4ξm
2
W
q2 −m2Z
(
f
(
4ξm2W
q2
)
− f
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
))
− 2m
2
Z
q2 −m2Z
(
g
(
4ξm2W
q2
)
− g
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
)))(
q2 −m2Z
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2) ,
(3.48)
where the functions f and g were defined in Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.45), respectively. As for
the H → γγ case, this contribution is ξ-dependent, UV-finite, has the Ward structure and
it does not depend on the Higgs boson mass. This mH-independence is in contrast to the
corresponding SM contribution, that we find as follows:
MGBγZ =
eg2cw(1− t2w)
16pi2mW
m2H
q2 −m2Z
(
1− 4ξm
2
W
q2 −m2Z
(
f
(
4ξm2W
q2
)
− f
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
))
− 2m
2
Z
q2 −m2Z
(
g
(
4ξm2W
q2
)
− g
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
)))(
q2 −m2Z
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2) ,
(3.49)
and this difference comes from the different interaction Hpipi in the EChL and in the SM,
as it was discussed before. Again we find the same pattern of differences and coincidences
between the two previous GB contributions as we found for the H → γγ decay. In summary:
MGBγZ andMGBγZ are both UV-finite but do not coincide for a = 1, nor for on-shell q2 = m2H.
They, however, do coincide if the Landau gauge is chosen, together with the fixing of a = 1
and q2 = m2H.
Concerning the ‘gauge’ and ‘mix’ contributions we follow the same notation for the
separation of the various parts as in Eq. (3.29), which also holds for theMLγZ case. However,
now the Eqs. (3.30)-(3.32) are no longer valid and we found for their sum the following result:∑
n6=111,11
Mn = a
16pi2
eg2mW
4cw
(
2(3 + ξ)∆ + 5 + ξ +
2ξ(2 + ξ) log(ξ)
1− ξ
)
(k1) · (k2) , (3.50)
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which does not respect the Ward structure and it is UV-divergent and ξ-dependent. In-
terestingly, as it can be seen from Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.18), it precisely cancels the full
counter-term contribution coming from the second term of the Eq. (3.16), and both the
divergence and the ξ-dependence disappear in this sum.
Regarding the remaining terms, M111 and M11, our explicit computation leads to the
following result:
M111 +M11 =
=
eg2cw
mW
a
16pi2
1
m2W(q
2 −m2Z)
(
2q2m2W + 12m
4
W − q2m2Z − 2m2Wm2Z
− 4m
2
W
q2 −m2Z
(−6q2m2W + 12m4W + q2m2Z + 6m2Wm2Z − 2m4Z)
(
f
(
4m2W
q2
)
− f
(
4m2W
m2Z
))
− 2m
2
Z
q2 −m2Z
(2q2m2W + 12m
4
W − q2m2Z − 2m2Wm2Z)
(
g
(
4m2W
q2
)
− g
(
4m2W
m2Z
)))
(
q2 −m2Z
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2) , (3.51)
which, as in the previous case of H → γγ, is ξ-independent, UV-finite and it has the Ward
structure. Again, this result coincides with the result from the three contributing diagrams
in the unitary gauge, (a), (a’) and (b) leading to MLγZ |U.
Therefore, we conclude that in the Rξ gauges, the Ward structure is recovered for the
combination of the loop and counter-term amplitudes resulting in a UV-finite contribution
and, as a consequence, there is not need of the renormalization of cHγZ . Thus, we find
δcHγZ = 0, and:
MLγZ +MCγZ =M111 +M11 =MLγZ |U . (3.52)
Finally, by adding the tree-level contribution of Eq. (3.14) to the previously reported
parts we get the final result for the total one-loop amplitude, in the Rξ gauges, of the H → γZ
decay in the EChL and for the general case the Higgs boson momentum q2 off-shell:
MγZ = eg
2cw
mW
(
cHγZ +
a
16pi2
1
m2W(q
2 −m2Z)
(
2q2m2W + 12m
4
W − q2m2Z − 2m2Wm2Z
− 4m
2
W
q2 −m2Z
(−6q2m2W + 12m4W + q2m2Z + 6m2Wm2Z − 2m4Z)
(
f
(
4m2W
q2
)
− f
(
4m2W
m2Z
))
− 2m
2
Z
q2 −m2Z
(2q2m2W + 12m
4
W − q2m2Z − 2m2Wm2Z)
(
g
(
4m2W
q2
)
− g
(
4m2W
m2Z
))))
(
q2 −m2Z
2
gµν − kµ2kν1
)
µ(k1)ν(k2) . (3.53)
Now, by setting the Higgs boson momentum on-shell in the previous formula, i.e., by fixing
q2 = m2H , we see that our result is in agreement with unitary gauge result in [34], and again
the corresponding SM total one-loop amplitude is recovered for a = 1 and cHγZ = 0, as
expected.
On the other hand, we have also found that the corresponding SM result for an arbitrary
Higgs boson momentum q2 in the Rξ gauges does not respect the Ward structure and, again,
the equivalence with the unitary gauge result is lost, as it also happened for the H → γγ
case. We believe this is a novel result, again. Besides, we derived an analog expression to
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Eq. (3.44) for the present case of H → γZ, but it is too long and not much illuminating
for the main purpose of this work. Thus, we omit to present this long expression here.
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning our explicit check that this long expression is UV-finite,
and this fact follows from the cancellation among the divergent parts of the different loop
categories together with the counter-term contribution that can be derived from Eq. (3.18).
Specifically:
MgaugeγZ =
eg2
16pi2
3mW
2
cw(1 + ξ)∆ (k1) · (k2) + finite ,
MmixγZ =
eg2
16pi2
mW
2cw
(3 + ξ − c2w(3 + 2ξ))∆ (k1) · (k2) + finite ,
MghostγZ = −
eg2
16pi2
mW
2
cwξ∆ (k1) · (k2) + finite ,
MCγZ = −
eg2
16pi2
mW
2cw
(3 + ξ)∆ (k1) · (k2) + finite , (3.54)
Remember that the GB contribution of the Eq. (3.49) is UV-finite.
4 Vertex functions VHγγ and VHγZ: off-shell versus on-shell Higgs boson
In this section we study analytically the vertex functions VHγγ and VHγZ that describe
the one-loop level interactions of the Higgs boson with the gauge boson pairs γγ and γZ
respectively. We also find illustrative to show here some approximate analytical results that
help in understanding the behaviour with energy of the Higgs decays H → γV in the case
where the initial Higgs boson is off-shell but the final gauge bosons are on-shell. Thus, we
explore here the behaviour of the vertex function VHγV (q, k1, k2) in Eq. (3.12) as a function
of q2 6= m2H , with q = k1 + k2 and 1) k21 = 0, k22 = 0 for H → γγ, or 2) k21 = 0, k22 = m2Z for
H → γZ. We are using an EFT based on a momentum expansion, so it is clearly motivated
to explore how the result from the EChL behaves with q2, which provides the available energy
for the decay, and how it compares with the SM result.
Let us start with the H → γγ case. The full result for VHγγ(q, k1, k2) can be extracted
from Eq. (3.47) and it is summarized by:
VHγγ =
e2g
2mW
(
a
16pi2
(
2q2 + 12m2W
(
1 +
(
2− 4m
2
W
q2
)
f
(
4m2W
q2
)))
+ cHγγq
2
)
. (4.1)
Now, this is a complex function and involves two different scales, q2 and m2W . Thus, to find
an approximate formula we have to take into account the different branches of the function
f , corresponding to 4m2W < q
2 and 4m2W ≥ q2 respectively (see Eq. (3.27)). Next we use the
approximate expressions of f(r) for the two regimes of large r (r  1) and small r (r  1)
given by:
f(r) ∼
{
1
r +
1
3r2
+O(r−3) large r
−14
(
ln2
(
4
r
)− pi2 − 2ipi ln (4r ))+O(r) small r (4.2)
and by using them in Eq. (4.1) we get the following approximate results for VHγγ in the two
regimes of small q2 (q2  4m2W) and large q2 (q2  4m2W):
VHγγ ∼

e2g
2mW
(
7a
16pi2
+ cHγγ
)
q2 small q2
e2g
2mW
(
a
8pi2
(
q2 − 3m2W ln2(q2/m2W) + 3(pi2 + 2)m2W
)
+ cHγγq
2
+ipi a
8pi2
6m2W ln(q
2/m2W)
)
large q2
(4.3)
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From these results we see that, for small q2, VHγγ is real and vanishes at q
2 = 0. At large
q2, it is in contrast complex. The real part dominates, growing as q2, whereas the imaginary
part grows just logarithmically.
One interesting exercise, is to compare the previous result VHγγ with the contribution
from just GB loops, i.e., from chiral loops in the usual terminology of Chiral Lagrangians.
The complete result of this contribution is extracted from Eq. (3.26):
V GBHγγ =
e2g
2mW
a
16pi2
(
1− 2ξm
2
W
q2
)(
2q2 − 8ξm2Wf
(
4ξm2W
q2
))
. (4.4)
It is a complex function that depends again on two energy scales q2 and m2W but now it is
ξ-dependent. In particular, working in the Landau gauge, i.e., for ξ = 0, we found that the
vertex function is real for any arbitrary q2 momentum and equal to:
V GBHγγ |Landau =
e2g
2mW
a
8pi2
q2 . (4.5)
However, for ξ 6= 0, the vertex function of Eq. (4.4) has a zero at 1 = 2ξm2W/q2 and
at 1 = (4ξm2W/q
2)f(4ξm2W/q
2), and a branch point at 1 = 4ξm2W/q
2. We can use again the
simple expressions of f in the two regimes of small q2 (q2  4ξm2W) and large q2 (q2  4ξm2W)
and we get the following approximate result:
V GBHγγ ∼

e2g
2mW
a
8pi2
q2
6 small q
2
e2g
2mW
a
8pi2
(
q2 + ξm2W ln
2(q2/ξm2W)− (pi2 + 2)ξm2W
−ipi2ξm2W ln(q2/ξm2W)
)
large q2
(4.6)
We see that at small q2 it is real, whereas at large q2 it is complex, as for the total contribution.
The leading term in this regime is also real, grows as q2 and it is ξ-independent. This ξ-
independent term is precisely the result in the Landau gauge of Eq. (4.5). We find this an
interesting result, since it demonstrates that the GB loops in the Landau gauge provide the
polynomic q2 contribution of the total loop result of Eq. (4.3) which is gauge-invariant and
therefore has a physical meaning. This fact is clearly related with the line of thinking in
Chiral Lagrangians where the chiral loops provide the most relevant loops at large q2.
On the other hand, it is also interesting to compare the GB contribution in the EChL
with the SM case. From Eq. (3.28), we deduce the corresponding expression in the Landau
gauge for an arbitrary Higgs boson momentum q2:
V GBHγγ |Landau =
e2g
2mW
1
8pi2
m2H , (4.7)
which is constant in the whole q2 range and it coincides with the EChL case just for the
Higgs boson on-shell and a = 1. Now, for ξ 6= 0, the approximate result in the two regimes is
V GBHγγ ∼
−
e2g
2mW
1
8pi2
m2H
12ξm2W
q2 small q2
e2g
2mW
1
8pi2
m2H large q
2
(4.8)
Thus, the Landau contribution provides the leading loop contribution for large q2, as in the
EChL case. Regarding the SM total one-loop amplitude for the Higgs boson off-shell, as we
discussed along the Eqs. (3.30)-(3.46), it does not respect the Ward structure of the Eq. (3.12)
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and we can not define the corresponding vertex function in the Rξ gauges V Hγγ(q, k1, k2) for
an arbitrary q2. In that case, two vertex functions arise, corresponding to the coefficients
of gµν and kµ2k
ν
1 in the amplitude of Eq. (3.44), but the behaviour of these two functions
with the Higgs boson momentum is beyond the scope of this work. However, for the case
of on-shell Higgs boson, we get the equivalence of the SM vertex in the Rξ gauges and in
the unitary gauge, and in addition we also get the equivalence with the corresponding EChL
vertex for a = 1 and cHγγ = 0, as expected:
V Hγγ |q2=m2H = VHγγ |q2=m2H; a=1; cHγγ=0
=
e2g
2mW
1
16pi2
(
2m2H + 12m
2
W
(
1 +
(
2− 4m
2
W
m2H
)
f
(
4m2W
m2H
)))
. (4.9)
We close this section presenting the H → γZ decay, in which we proceed similarly as
before. A useful check of the following vertex functions is that we recover (leaving apart
coupling factors) the corresponding expressions of the H → γγ case in the limit m2Z → 0,
since this mass comes just from the kinematics of the interaction. We start with the full
result of the vertex function coming from Eq. (3.53):
VHγZ =
eg2cw
2mW
(
a
16pi2
(
2q2 + 12m2W −
m2Z
m2W
q2 − 2m2Z
− 4m
2
W
q2 −m2Z
(
−6q2 + 12m2W +
m2Z
m2W
q2 + 6m2Z −
2m4Z
m2W
)(
f
(
4m2W
q2
)
− f
(
4m2W
m2Z
))
− 2m
2
Z
q2 −m2Z
(
2q2 + 12m2W −
m2Z
m2W
q2 − 2m2Z
)(
g
(
4m2W
q2
)
− g
(
4m2W
m2Z
)))
+cHγZ(q
2 −m2Z)
)
. (4.10)
Taking into account the simple expression of f in Eq. (4.2) and the corresponding one for
the function g:
g(r) ∼
{
1− 13r − 215r2 +O(r−3) large r
1
2
(
ln
(
4
r
)− ipi)+O(r) small r (4.11)
we arrive to the approximate expression for the vertex function of H → γZ decay in the
two Higgs boson momentum regimes, including the effect of the Z boson mass, i.e., small q2
(q2  4m2W) and large q2 (q2  4m2W):
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VHγZ |small q2 ∼
eg2cw
2mW
(
a
8pi2
(
18m2W − 3m2Z − 2(6m2W −m2Z)g
(
4m2W
m2Z
)
−2
(
12m4W
m2Z
+ 6m2W − 2m2Z
)
f
(
4m2W
m2Z
))
− cHγZm2Z
+q2
(
a
24pi2
(
54m2W
m2Z
+ 9− 7m
2
Z
m2W
− 36m
2
W
m2Z
g
(
4m2W
m2Z
)
+
3m2Z
m2W
g
(
4m2W
m2Z
)
−72m
4
W
m4Z
f
(
4m2W
m2Z
)
+ 6f
(
4m2W
m2Z
))
+ cHγZ
))
,
VHγZ |large q2 ∼
eg2cw
2mW
(
a
8pi2
((
1− m
2
Z
2m2W
)(
q2 −m2Z
(
ln
(
q2
m2W
)
− 2g
(
4m2W
m2Z
)))
+
(
3m2W −m2Z/2
)(− ln2( q2
m2W
)
+ pi2 + 2− 4f
(
4m2W
m2Z
)))
+ cHγZ(q
2 −m2Z)
+ipi
a
8pi2
(
(6m2W −m2Z) ln
(
q2
m2W
)
+m2Z
(
1− m
2
Z
2m2W
)))
. (4.12)
In view of the previous expression for small q2, the VHγZ is real and, for q
2 = 0, there is
a remaining contribution which vanishes only at m2Z → 0 (recovering the H → γγ result
in Eq. (4.3)). On the other hand, this vertex function is complex at large q2. The real
part dominates, growing as q2, whereas the imaginary part grows just logarithmically. Also,
Eq. (4.3) is recovered when m2Z → 0 in this regime.
The complete Goldstone boson contribution, coming from Eq. (3.48), is:
V GBHγZ =
eg2cw(1− t2w)
2mW
a
16pi2
q2 − 2ξm2W
q2 −m2Z
(
q2 −m2Z − 4ξm2W
(
f
(
4ξm2W
q2
)
− f
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
))
−2m2Z
(
g
(
4ξm2W
q2
)
− g
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
)))
, (4.13)
which is a complex function that depends on the ξ-parameter. The Landau gauge result
(ξ = 0) for arbitrary Higgs boson momentum, q2, then corresponds to:
V GBHγZ |Landau =
eg2cw(1− t2w)
2mW
a
16pi2
q2
(
1 +
m2Z
q2 −m2Z
ln
(
m2Z
q2
))
. (4.14)
If ξ 6= 0, the Eq. (4.13) has a zero at 1 = 2ξm2W/q2, and a branch point at 1 = 4ξm2W/q2.
Thus we find the approximate GB vertex functions in the two regimes, of small q2
(q2  4ξm2W) and large q2 (q2  4ξm2W):
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V GBHγZ |small q2 ∼
eg2cw(1− t2w)
2mW
a
8pi2
(
ξm2W
(
−3 + 2g
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
)
+
4ξm2W
m2Z
f
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
))
+q2
(
1
6
+
(
−1
2
+
ξm2W
m2Z
)(
−3 + 2g
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
)
+
4ξm2W
m2Z
f
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
))))
,
V GBHγZ |large q2 ∼
eg2cw(1− t2w)
2mW
a
16pi2
(
q2 −m2Z
(
ln
(
q2
ξm2W
)
− 2g
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
))
+ξm2W
(
ln2
(
q2
ξm2W
)
− (pi2 + 2) + 4f
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
))
−ipi
(
2ξm2W ln
(
q2
ξm2W
)
−m2Z
))
. (4.15)
As for the Hγγ vertex function of the GBs, at small q2 the vertex function V GBHγZ is real,
whereas at large q2 it is complex. The leading loop contribution in this regime is also real,
grows polynomicaly as q2 and it is ξ-independent. This ξ-independent term is precisely the
result of the polynomial term in the Landau gauge of Eq. (4.14). Therefore, we conclude
again that the chiral loops provide in the EChL the most relevant loop contribution at large
q2 to the loop amplitude, also in the H → γZ case.
Finally, we compare with the GB contribution of the SM. From Eq. (3.49), the GB
vertex function in the Landau gauge is:
V GBHγZ |Landau =
eg2cw(1− t2w)
32pi2mW
m2H
(
1 +
m2Z
q2 −m2Z
ln
(
m2Z
q2
))
, (4.16)
whose dominant contribution at large q2 is constant and depends on the Higgs boson mass.
On the other hand, for ξ 6= 0, the approximate result in the two regimes is:
V GBHγZ |small q2 ∼ −
eg2cw(1− t2w)
32pi2mW
m2H
(
−3 + 2g
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
)
+
4ξm2W
m2Z
f
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
)
+
q2
ξm2W
(
1
6
+
(
−1
2
+
ξm2W
m2Z
)(
−3 + 2g
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
)
+
4ξm2W
m2Z
f
(
4ξm2W
m2Z
))))
,
V GBHγZ |large q2 ∼
eg2cw(1− t2w)
32pi2mW
m2H . (4.17)
Hence, the Landau contribution provides again the leading contribution for large q2, as in
the EChL case, but now it is constant with q2. Concerning the SM total one-loop amplitude
for the Higgs boson off-shell, as we discussed in the H → γγ case, it does not respect the
Ward structure and we can not define the corresponding vertex function in the Rξ gauges
V HγZ(q, k1, k2) for an arbitrary q
2. However, for the case of on-shell Higgs boson, we get
again the equivalence of the SM vertex in the Rξ gauges and in the unitary gauge, and in
addition we also get the equivalence with the corresponding EChL vertex for a = 1 and
cHγZ = 0, as expected:
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V HγZ |q2=m2H = VHγZ |q2=m2H; a=1; cHγZ=0
=
eg2cw
2mW
1
16pi2
(
2m2H + 12m
2
W −
m2Z
m2W
m2H − 2m2Z
− 4m
2
W
m2H −m2Z
(
−6m2H + 12m2W +
m2Z
m2W
m2H + 6m
2
Z −
2m4Z
m2W
)(
f
(
4m2W
m2H
)
− f
(
4m2W
m2Z
))
− 2m
2
Z
m2H −m2Z
(
2m2H + 12m
2
W −
m2Z
m2W
m2H − 2m2Z
)(
g
(
4m2W
m2H
)
− g
(
4m2W
m2Z
)))
(4.18)
5 Numerical Results
In this section we present the numerical predictions for some previously derived quantities.
We start with the EChL partial widths in terms of the relevant parameters a and cHγV . Next
we analyse the various bosonic Rξ contributions to these partial widths. Later we discuss
on the differences found between the off-shell Higgs boson case versus the on-shell case, and
focus in particular in the interesting features found for the vertex functions at large off-shell
Higgs boson momentum.
In order to give realistic predictions for the decay widths, we must include the fermionic
loop contributions. As we said in the introduction, we consider them as in the SM. In
particular, they provide a contribution to the amplitude that is UV-finite, ξ-independent, has
the Ward structure, and does not depend on the EChL parameters a and cHγV . In particular,
they do not modify our conclusions on the ξ-independence of the bosonic contributions and
on the renormalization of the L4 operators.
The partial width of the H → γγ decay in the EChL is then constructed from the
tree-level ‘T’, bosonic ‘B’ and fermionic ‘F’ loop contributions. Taking into account all the
polarization final states and an extra 1/2 identical particles factor in the phase space, the
H → γγ partial width in the EChL can then be written as:
ΓEChLγγ =
1
16pimH
1
2
∑
{pol}
∣∣∣MT+B+Fγγ ∣∣∣2 = 116pimH
∣∣∣VHγγ |q2=m2H + V FHγγ |q2=m2H∣∣∣2 , (5.1)
where the vertex function VHγγ , showed in Eq. (4.1), contains the tree-level and bosonic loop
contributions. The fermionic vertex function V FHγγ [44] is well known in the SM case and it
is dominated by the top quark loop, which is given by:
V FHγγ |q2=m2H =
e2g
2mW
m2H
16pi2
4
3
AFγγ
(
4m2top
m2H
)
. (5.2)
We neglect the QCD corrections of O(αs) due to their small impact in our numerical results
and we provide the explicit function AFγγ in Eq. (B.25). It is important to stress that the
polarization states {++,−−} give equal non-vanishing contributions and the {+−,−+} ones
are vanishing (due to the angular momentum conservation in the decay).
Similarly, in the partial width of the H → γZ decay only the pairs with equal transverse
polarizations {++,−−} contribute, whereas the corresponding contributions from {+−,−+}
and {+0,−0} are vanishing. Thus we have:
ΓEChLγZ =
m2H −m2Z
16pim3H
∑
{pol}
∣∣∣MT+B+F+CTγZ ∣∣∣2 = m2H −m2Z8pim3H
∣∣∣VHγZ |q2=m2H + V FHγZ |q2=m2H∣∣∣2 , (5.3)
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where now the vertex function VHγZ , showed in Eq. (4.10), contains the tree-level, bosonic
loop and counter-term ‘CT’ contributions. The fermionic vertex function V FHγZ is as in the
SM, and again it is dominated by the top quark loop, which is given by [44]:
V FHγZ |q2=m2H =
eg2cw
2mW
m2H −m2Z
16pi2
4
(
1/2− 4s2w/3
)
c2w
AFγZ
(
4m2top
m2H
,
4m2top
m2Z
)
. (5.4)
We neglect again the QCD corrections of O(αs) and we provide the explicit function AFγZ in
Eq. (B.25).
From the previous analytical results we already see that both partial widths of Eq. (5.1)
and Eq. (5.3) grow quadratically with each of the two relevant EChL parameters, a and cHγV ,
since they are the square of linear functions in these parameters. To be more concrete, it is
illustrative to explore this growing numerically and to provide predictions on the size of the
corresponding widths with these two EChL parameters, together with a comparison respect
to the SM predictions. For this comparison, it is convenient to define the a value respect to
the SM via the difference ∆a = a− 1.
Our numerical results for these partial widths, as functions of ∆a for different values of
cHγV , are shown in Fig. 7. We have explored the intervals on the EChL parameters given by
−0.2 ≤ ∆a ≤ 0.2 and −10−2 ≤ cHγV ≤ 10−2. The reason for the different size of these two
intervals is obvious given that a enters via loop corrections, therefore with extra factors of
O(1/(16pi2)) at the amplitude level, whereas cHγV enters to tree level, hence with no extra
suppression factors. The point corresponding to ∆a = 0 and cHγγ = cHγZ = 0 is included
in both plots for numerical comparison since it corresponds to the SM value, as we found in
Eq. (4.9) and in Eq. (4.18). In this figure we see clearly the behaviour of the EChL partial
widths with these two parameters ∆a and cHγV and the departures respect to the SM value.
Setting cHγγ = 0, the EChL partial witdth grows (decreases) with positive (negative) ∆a
and separates from the SM prediction, reaching values well above (below) the SM value. The
produced shift in |ΓEChLγγ −ΓSMγγ | reaches values up to around 5×10−3 MeV for the maximum
explored values of |∆a| = 0.2. Setting ∆a = 0, the behaviour with cHγγ is similar, and
the produced shift in this width difference also reaches values up to 5 × 10−3 MeV for the
maximum explored values of |cHγγ | = 10−2. The behaviour of the decay witdth in the other
studied channel, γZ, with ∆a and cHγZ is similar, but in this case the predicted shift is of
smaller size, reaching values of up to around 3×10−3 MeV for the maximum explored values
of |∆a| = 0.2 or |cHγZ | = 10−2. Taking into account both non-vanishing parameters, the
shift in both channels increases reaching values of up to around 10−2 MeV for the γγ channel
and around 6 × 10−3 for the γZ channel, at the extreme values considered of both EChL
parameters.
Over the explored region of the parameter space, we also construct in Fig. 8 the contour
lines in the (∆a, cHγV ) plane for various fixed values of the ratio of the EChL partial width
over the SM one, ΓEChL/ΓSM. Specifically, we show the contours for ΓEChL/ΓSM equal to
1. , 1. ± 0.1, 1. ± 0.2, 1. ± 0.3 and 1. ± 0.5 , that correspond to deviations respect to the
SM value, (ΓEChL − ΓSM)/ΓSM, of 0%, ±10%, ±20%, ±30% and ±50%, respectively. The
resulting contour lines are parallel straight lines, corresponding to the linear dependence of
VHγV |q2=m2H as function of a (or equivalently ∆a = a − 1) and cHγV . In this figure we see
clearly that the same numerical prediction for the ratio ΓEChL/ΓSM can be reached for the
infinite points (∆a, cHγV ) on top of the corresponding straight line. In particular, the same
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EChL prediction as in the SM, can be reached for all the points on top of the contour line
with ΓEChL/ΓSM = 1 and not just for (∆a, cHγV ) = (0, 0). Therefore, potential signatures
from BSM physics via these Higgs decay channels get strongly reduced sensitivity at all these
points and the corresponding ones on top of the closest parallel lines to these reference lines.
The more distant lines to the blue line correspond to the larger sensitivities to BSM physics.
Thus, the two farest contours summarise the (∆a, cHγV ) points with largest deviations respect
to the SM, and therefore the first ones to be constrained by data. The present status of
experimental searches for the H → γγ decay corresponds to the measured signal strengths
relative to the SM expectation µATLAS = 0.99
+0.15
−0.14 [45] and µCMS = 1.18
+0.17
−0.14 [46]. However,
the H → γZ decay is not measured yet and we only have an upper limit on the production
cross section times the branching ratio [47, 48]. Also, the corresponding prospects to HL-
LHC and HE-LHC are given in [49]. A detailed analysis of the constraints on the EChL
parameters entering in the Higgs observables is given in [34].
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Figure 7. EChL partial width (fermionic loop included) corresponding to the H → γγ (left) and
H → γZ (right) decays as function of ∆a = a−1 for different values of cHγV . The SM value is shown
for reference (green star).
Next we explore the anatomy of the various loop contributions participating in the Rξ
gauges. For simplicity, we fix cHγγ = cHγZ = 0 from now on in our numerical estimates.
As we said in the previous sections this splitting leads to contributions that are separately
ξ-dependent. Thus, when comparing numerically the size of the various loop contributions
to the Higgs decays we have to set ξ to a specific value. We choose in particular to make this
numerical comparison for the two most popular Rξ gauges, the Landau gauge (ξ = 0) and
the Feynman-’t Hooft gauge (ξ = 1). Since, as discussed in Section 3.2, it is only the GB
contribution, among all the bosonic loop contributions, which respects the Ward structure of
the amplitude and it is UV-finite by itself, we have done this separation in the total amplitude
specifically as GB contribution plus the rest, meaning that in our numerical predictions we
put together the other ‘gauge’+‘mix’+‘CT’ contributions. On the other hand, our interest
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Figure 8. Contour lines for the ratio of the EChL partial width respect to the SM one, corresponding
to the H → γγ (left) and H → γZ (right) decays. The various lines correspond to specific settings for
the deviations respect to the SM value, (ΓEChL − ΓSM)/ΓSM, of 0% (solid blue line), ±10% (dotted),
±20% (dashed), ±30% (dot-dashed) and ±50% (solid) purple(green), respectively.
in showing the GB loop contributions separately is also because we know that they play a
distinct role in non-linear EFTs based on chiral symmetries. The GB loops of these chiral
theories, usually called chiral loops, play the most relevant role in the chiral (momentum)
expansion of physical quantities, like scattering amplitudes, decay amplitudes, etc., since
they provide the largest contributions due to the GB derivative couplings. This is clearly the
case of pion loops in the context of ChPT. Thus, we wish to explore here what is the role of
the GB loops in our EChL case, and analyse if they are also relevant or not in the selected
Higgs decays. We wish also to analyse if this relevance depends or not on the gauge-fixing ξ
parameter and on the particular setting of the Higgs momentum, i.e., being either on-shell
or off-shell. Next we analyse these issues, first for the partial widths and later for the vertex
functions.
Fig. 9 shows our separate predictions within the EChL in the Rξ gauges of the partial
widths for both decays as function of ∆a. The fermion loop contribution is added in all
predictions of the complete partial widths shown, as explained above. In these plots, the
contributions from each separate loops types to the partial widths means that the others
have been set to zero. Specifically, we include in Fig. 9 the predictions for: the complete
partial width, the GB loops contributions, and the contributions form the rest, i.e., from
‘gauge’+‘mix’ in the γγ case and from ‘gauge’+‘mix’+‘CT’ in the γZ case. As we can clearly
see from these plots, the GB loops contributions do not provide the leading contribution to
the partial widths for any of the two chosen gauges in the case of the on-shell Higgs boson,
i.e., with q2 = m2H. At this low momentum, the most relevant loops are indeed the remaining
ones, i.e., the loops with only gauge bosons, and the loops with both gauge and GB loops.
Finally, in order to explore the off-shell case, we study the behavior of the EChL vertex
functions in the Rξ gauges in terms of the off-shell Higgs boson momentum squared, q
2.
We show in Fig. 10 our numerical predictions for the two vertex functions, VHγγ and VHγZ ,
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Figure 9. Anatomy of the various contributions to the EChL partial widths as functions of ∆a =
a − 1 in the Landau and Feynman gauges, for the H → γγ (left) and H → γZ (right) decays.
The predictions for the complete partial width (solid), the GB loop contribution (dashed) and the
contribution form the rest (dotted) are shown separately.
normalized by the a parameter, as functions of
√
q2, focusing this time on just the boson loops
(i.e. we do not include here the fermion loops) and setting again cHγγ = cHγZ = 0. Since
these are complex functions we display separately their corresponding real and imaginary
parts. The explored interval in q2 goes up to (3 TeV)2 which corresponds typically to the
maximum allowed energy for valid predictions within this non-linear EFT of the EChL given
approximately by 4piv. As in the previous plots, we include predictions for the two cases,
ξ = 0 and ξ = 1. Specifically, we show predictions from the total boson loops and from just
the GB loops. Notice that we have also included the contribution from the counter-term in
the case of VHγZ since, as we said, it is crucial for the ξ-independence, UV-finiteness and
Ward structure of the total vertex function result. Furthermore, for illustrative purposes
and to help in extracting the conclusions from this plot, we also include in this figure the
predictions from the simple approximate vertex functions found in the previous sections.
Concretely those valid at large q2.
First of all, in regard the validity of our approximate formulas for VHγγ and VHγZ at large
q2, we compare the predictions in this figure with the predictions using the corresponding
full formulas. We can see in Fig. 10 a very good agreement in all cases of the approximate
results with the corresponding full results at large q2. The agreement is indeed excellent for
a Higgs boson momentum say above 1 TeV. Second, we see that at large energies the real
part dominates over the imaginary part in the total amplitudes. In particular, this hierarchy
is achieved roughly above 1 and 1.7 TeV for H → γγ and H → γZ, respectively. Third,
comparing the real parts, the predictions of the GB loops for both ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 are very
close to each other above 500 GeV for both decays. Remember that in the Landau gauge
the GB loops are indeed real. Finally, and most importantly, we also see that these real
parts from the GB loops approach clearly to the real part of the total prediction at large
q2. This occurs in VHγγ already at intermediate energies, say above 500 GeV, and in VHγZ
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Figure 10. Anatomy of the EChL vertex functions, VHγγ (left) and VHγZ (right), split into the various
boson loop contributions corresponding to the total bosonic (solid lines) and GB loop contributions
(dashed lines), as function of the Higgs boson momentum
√
q2. We set cHγγ = cHγZ = 0 and
normalize the resulting vertex functions respect to the a parameter. The real and imaginary parts
(solid blue and light-blue lines respectively) of the total vertex functions are displayed separately.
We include predictions for both gauge choices, ξ = 0 (dashed green) and ξ = 1 (dashed pink and
light-pink for its real and imaginary parts). The predictions from the approximate vertex functions
at large q2 are also shown (dotted lines).
at larger energies, say above 1500 GeV. The growing dependence with the energy of these
predictions is very well approximated by the simple prediction from the Landau gauge, which
is polynomic in q2 at large momentum. This polynomic contribution is indeed UV-finite and
gauge independent. Thus, we conclude from this plot that the GB loops (i.e. the chiral
loops) do provide the most relevant loop contributions to the vertex functions in the case
of the off-shell Higgs boson, at large energies, and their main effect can be described by the
simple polynomic term that is gauge invariant. This is in concordance with the expectations
in EFT described by Chiral Lagrangians.
6 Conclusions
The use of EFTs containing the Higgs boson particle and its interactions with all the SM
particles, in a SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge invariant way, is nowadays with no doubt, the best
tool we have at hand to describe in a model independent way the potential new Higgs physics
from BSM dynamics. In this work we have focused in the bosonic sector of the non-linear EFT
given by the EChL which is the most appropriate one if the dynamics behind the EWSBS
is strongly interacting. In that case, the GBs of the electroweak symmetry breaking are also
the GBs of the electroweak chiral symmetry breaking, SU(2)L × SU(2)R → SU(2)L+R, and
the non-linearity of the GBs under SU(2) transformations leads to notable differences with
respect to the SM case and also with respect to linear EFTs like the SMEFT. These include
derivative GB self-interactions, different GB couplings to the EW gauge bosons and to the
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Higgs boson, multiple particle interactions and others. These differences, in turn, may also
affect in a relevant way to the Higgs physics itself, particularly when going beyond the tree
level within this EChL approach.
In this paper we have worked out in full detail the computation, within the EChL to one-
loop level, of two Higgs decays which are of particular relevance due to their phenomenological
implications for collider physics. Concretely, H → γγ and H → γZ. We have presented here,
in a supposedly didactic and illustrative way, the sequential steps to follow in this one-loop
computation, according to the standard rules of Chiral Lagrangians and also including the
proper renormalization program for this case. Our computation in the EChL with Rξ gauges
is a novel one, and we believe complements in an interesting way the computation available
in the literature [34], which is performed in the unitary gauge instead.
Firstly, we have provided an explicit demonstration of the gauge invariance of the result-
ing EChLRξ-amplitudes, for both decaysH → γγ andH → γZ. Specifically, we demonstrate
that both decay amplitudes are UV-finite, ξ-independent, preserve the structure of the Ward
identity, and find out a final result that coincides with the unitary gauge result. One of the
most interesting features is that these findings are true for both assumptions on the external
Higgs momentum, on-shell and off-shell. The two external gauge bosons are always assumed
here to be on-shell. This situation is different than in the SM case, where it was proven in [35]
the gauge invariance of the decay amplitude H → γγ for the on-shell Higgs case, but the
off-shell case was not considered. Thus, we have also computed here, for comparison with
our EChL computation, the SM Higgs amplitudes in both decay channels for the missing
off-shell case in the Rξ gauges. For this part of the gauge invariance demonstration we have
followed very closely the procedure described in [35]. Our overall outcome from that compar-
ison is that whereas the one-loop EChL amplitudes preserve gauge invariance and the Ward
structure in both Higgs cases, on-shell and off-shell, it is not the same for the SM case. For
the SM Rξ-amplitudes we have found that, for arbitrary Higgs boson momentum q
2, they
are both UV-finite but they are ξ-dependent and do not preserve the Ward structure. And
it is in the on-shell case, q2 = m2H , where the gauge invariance of the total SM amplitudes
are recovered.
In addition to the gauge invariance demonstration, we have also discussed, both analyt-
ically and numerically, on the relevance of the various parts contributing to the total EChL
one-loop decay amplitudes. These include the contributions from: 1) the tree-level EChL co-
efficients entering in the chiral dimension 4 operators, cHγγ and cHγZ , 2) the various types of
loop diagrams built from the chiral dimension 2 operators (hence, providing the dependence
on the EChL coefficient a), namely, those with only gauge bosons in the loops, those with
only GBs, those with both gauge and GBs, and those with ghosts and, finally, 3) the various
counter-terms. In the analytical part, we have found that the contribution from GB loops is
by itself UV-finite and preserves the Ward structure, although it is ξ-dependent.
The anatomy of the studied Higgs boson decays in terms of the mentioned contributions
within the Rξ gauges has allowed us to unveil the role played by the GBs, usually called chiral
loops in the Chiral Lagrangian approach. For that purpose, we consider the corresponding
one-loop vertex functions, VHγγ and VHγZ , and analyse them also numerically in the two dif-
ferent cases for the external Higgs boson momentum: on-shell and off-shell. When comparing
the size of the various contributions (this is true for both the Higgs boson partial widths and
the one-loop vertex functions) with the corresponding total result, with have found that the
size of the GB loop contributions is very small (compared to the others) in the case that the
Higgs boson is on-shell. We understand this smallness because the momentum transferred
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to the loop is small, being set by q2 = m2H . In contrast, for the off-shell Higgs case, we
have found that the GB contribution is indeed the most relevant one when the Higgs boson
momentum reaches the TeV domain. The typical growing behaviour with energy of the Chi-
ral Lagrangian amplitudes is understood, in the present case, by performing an expansion at
large momentum of the one-loop Higgs decay EChL amplitudes and the corresponding vertex
functions. Here by large
√
q2 we mean large compared with the soft masses involved, mZ ,
mW and mH , but below the maximum energy that is allowed for this EFT to be valid, which
in the present EChL case is set approximately by 4piv ∼ 3 TeV. We have also checked numer-
ically that, indeed, the GB loops provide the most relevant contributions at these O(TeV)
large energies, and they approach clearly to the total result. Finally, with the help of our
approximate formulas from the expansion at large q2 of the one-loop vertex functions, we
have understood that the dominant term in the total amplitude is polynomial in q2 and it
is reproduced by the ξ-independent part of the GB contributions, in concordance with the
expectations in EFTs described by Chiral Lagrangians.
In conclusion and in summary, we believe that the results of the Rξ gauges presented in
this paper complement nicely the previous ones in the literature of the unitary gauge, and they
may be useful in the colliders analysis of BSM Higgs signatures via these two channels. The
one-loop vertex functions derived here, VHγγ and VHγZ , can also have interesting applications
for Higgs-mediated processes where the intermediate propagating Higgs boson is off-shell.
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Appendices
A Relevant Feynman rules
In this appendix we summarise all the relevant Feynman rules participating in the computa-
tion. Regarding the W propagator −iPµν , we split it into two pieces as in Eqs. (3.20)-(3.21),
in order to demonstrate the ξ-independence of the total one-loop amplitude in the Rξ gauges
computation. In Tables 1-2 we collect these relevant Feynman rules for the EChL interaction
vertices coming from L2 of Eq. (2.7) and the corresponding SM Feynman rules for a clear
comparison between them. In particular, Table 1 contains the FRs participating in both
the unitary and the Rξ gauge computations, and we use the following short notation for the
standard Lorentz tensors of the gauge boson self couplings:
Γµνρ(p−, p+, p0) = gµν(p− − p+)ρ + gνρ(p+ − p0)µ + gρµ(p0 − p−)ν ,
Sµν,ρσ = 2gµνgρσ − gµρgνσ − gµσgνρ . (A.1)
On the other hand, Table 2 contains the other relevant FRs involved in the Rξ gauges. Notice
that, to shorten the table, we present together the photon and Z boson interaction vertices
in most of the Feynman rules. In that cases, the first coupling corresponds to the photon
and the second one to the Z.
Interaction EChL SM
γρ, Zρ
W+ν
W−µ
p+
p−p0
−i{e, gcw}Γµνρ(p−, p+, p0) −i{e, gcw}Γµνρ(p−, p+, p0)
W+σ
γµ
W−ρ
γν, Zν
−i{e2, egcw}Sµν,ρσ −i{e2, egcw}Sµν,ρσ
W+ν
W−µ
H
2iam2W
v g
µν 2im
2
W
v g
µν
Zν
Zµ
H
2iam2Z
v g
µν 2im
2
Z
v g
µν
Table 1. Relevant EChL Feynman rules from L2 participating in the unitary and Rξ gauge compu-
tations. All momenta are incoming. In the rules with ‘{ , }’, the first and second argument correspond
to the photon and Z boson, respectively. We also include the corresponding SM Feynman rules for
comparison.
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Interaction EChL SM
H
pi+
p+
pi−
p−
−2iav p+ · p− − i2g
m2H
mW
W±µ
H
pi∓
p∓
pH
2amW
v p
µ
∓
mW
v (p∓ − pH)µ
γµ, Zµ
pi+
p+
pi−
p−
i{e, gcw(1−t2w)2 }(p− − p+)µ i{e, gcw(1−t
2
w)
2 }(p− − p+)µ
γµ, Zµ
W±ν
pi∓ {±emW,∓etwmW}gµν {±emW,∓etwmW}gµν
γµ, Zµ
c±
p
c±
∓i{e, gcw}pµ ∓i{e, gcw}pµ
H
c±
c±
0 − ig2 ξmW
γµ
γν, Zν
pi+
pi−
i{2e2, eg(c2w−s2w)cw }gµν i{2e2,
eg(c2w−s2w)
cw
}gµν
γµ, Zµ
W±ν
H
pi∓
{±2aemWv ,∓2ags
2
wmW
vcw
}gµν {± emWv ,∓gs
2
wmW
vcw
}gµν
γµ, Zµ
pi+
p+
pi−
p−
H i{2eav , ag(c
2
w−s2w)
vcw
}(p− − p+)µ 0
γµ
γν, Zν
pi+
pi−
H i{4ae2v , 2aeg(c
2
w−s2w)
cwv
}gµν 0
Table 2. Additional relevant EChL Feynman rules from L2 participating in the Rξ gauge computa-
tion. All momenta are incoming (except for the c’s, given by the arrows). In the rules with ‘{ , }’, the
first and second argument are for the photon and Z boson, respectively. The corresponding SM rules
are included for comparison. – 35 –
The Feynman rules corresponding to the relevant L4 operators of the Eq. (2.10) are
shown in Fig. 11. Notice that these are not present in the SM.
k1
k2
H
γµ
γν , Zν
i{2e2
v
cHγγ,
2egcw
v
cHγZ} (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1)
Figure 11. Relevant EChL Feynman rules from L4 (not present in the SM). The interaction vertex
for HγV is denoted in this case by a shadowed little box. The first and second argument in ‘{ , }’
correspond to the photon and Z boson, respectively.
Finally, the Feynman rules for all the counter-terms involved in the present computation,
according to the explanation presented in the text, are collected in Fig. 12.
q
γµ Zν −iq2 (δZZA − gg′(c2w − s2w)δa1) (gµν −
qµqν
q2
)
+im2Zswcw
(
δg
g
− δg′
g′
)
gµν
k1
k2
H
γµ
γν
2ie2
v
δcHγγ (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1 )
k1
k2
H
γµ
Zν
2iegcw
v
δcHγZ (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1)
+2ia
v
m2Zswcw
(
δg
g
− δg′
g′
)
gµν
q
γµ Zν −iq2 (δZZA − gg′(c2w − s2w)δa1) (gµν −
qµqν
q2
)
+im2Zswcw
(
δg
g
− δg′
g′
)
gµν
k1
k2
H
γµ
γν
2ie2
v
δcHγγ (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1 )
k1
k2
H
γµ
Zν
2iegcw
v
δcHγZ (k1 · k2gµν − kµ2kν1)
+2ia
v
m2Zswcw
(
δg
g
− δg′
g′
)
gµν
Figure 12. Relevant EChL Feynman rules from all the counter-terms involved in the computation. A
crossed circle is drawn to denote these counter-terms. We use the short notation δZZA = swcw(δZW−
δZB) for the contribution from the counter-term of the wave function renormalization of the mixing.
B Preparing the one-loop diagrams for the automated computation
In this appendix we present the contributions to the Higgs decay amplitudes from the various
one-loop diagrams. For this computation we have used the automated procedure provided
by the Package-X [43] which requires to write the input diagrams in a given format. Thus,
we prepare here the input diagrams to be ready for this automated computation.
The one-loop computation is performed with dimensional regularization in D = 4 − 
dimensions and we use the standard definitions for the associated divergence:
∆ =
2

− γE + log
(
4piµ20
m2W
)
, (B.1)
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where µ0 is the usual scale and the presence of the W mass comes from the fact that only
charged particles run in the loops (we separate the ξ-dependence coming from the Rµν part
of the W propagator and from the GB and ghost ones). We implement the compact notation
for the momentum integral given by:∫
k
= µ4−D0
∫
dDk
(2pi)D
. (B.2)
To display some results, we also use the scalar two and three-point one-loop integral functions
in the Passarino-Veltman notation [50], with the following conventions:
i
16pi2
B0(q1,m1,m2) =
∫
k
1
[k2 −m21][(k + q1)2 −m22]
, (B.3)
i
16pi2
C0(q1, q2,m1,m2,m3) =
∫
k
1
[k2 −m21][(k + q1)2 −m22][(k + q1 + q2)2 −m23]
. (B.4)
The other functions f and g that we use in this work are defined in Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.45)
respectively, and are particular cases of the previous two and three-point integral functions.
Explicitly:
C0(0, q,M,M,M) = − 2
q2
f
(
4M2
q2
)
and B0(q,M,M) = ∆ + g
(
4M2
q2
)
. (B.5)
With all these conventions above, we present next each diagram of Figs. 3-6 in terms
of the Feynman rules of Tables 1-2, in an explicit form such that, as we have said, they
are ready for the automated computation with the Package-X [43]. In all categories, only
charged particles are present in the loops and we just show the diagrams with negative-
charged particles running clockwise in the loops (along the momentum p). The possible
additional diagrams with positive-charged particles running clockwise (or negative-charged
in counter-clockwise) are taken into account by means of an extra factor 2 in the amplitude.
It is important to stress that the kinematics of each decay is different and the resulting mZ-
dependence in the H → γZ decay breaks the symmetry under the exchange of the external
gauge bosons (present in H → γγ). Then we explicitly draw the crossing diagrams and
denote them by adding a prime ’. However, the reading of the diagrams in both decays are
the same and they just differ on the coupling factors of Tables 1-2. In particular, the results
of the H → γγ case are recovered in the limit mZ → 0 from the corresponding ones of the
H → γZ case, leaving apart these coupling factors.
The results for the diagrams are presented in the format of contributions to the rank-two
tensorMµνγV from each diagram, following the definition of Eq. (3.12), inspired on the U(1)EM
Ward identity. It is important to stress that this Ward identity structure does not arise on
each individual diagram, and it is only present for the contributions from the GB loops and
for the total one-loop amplitude (as we discussed along the text). We present the amplitudes
for each diagram in both the EChL and the SM cases simultaneously, for comparison. We
omit to include here the explicit output for each diagram from the Package-X computation,
due to their extremely large size. However, when summing over the diagrams the outcome
is shorten and it is indeed included explicitly in the text.
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The EChL amplitudes of the diagrams type (a) and (b), in terms of the FRs, are:
iMµνa =
Ca
∫
p
Pαγ(p)Pλρ(p− k1)Pδβ(p− k1 − k2)gαβΓγλµ(p,−p+ k1,−k1)Γρδν(p− k1,−p+ k1 + k2,−k2)
iMµνa′ = iMµνa |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Ca→Ca′ ,
iMµνb = Cb
∫
p
Pαγ(p)Pδβ(p− k1 − k2)gαβSµν,γδ , (B.6)
with coupling factors equal to:
Ca = Ca′ Cb
H → γγ e2gmWa −eg2cwmWa
H → γZ eg2cwmWa −eg2cwmWa
The corresponding SM amplitudes to these diagrams are the same except for the strength of
the HWW vertex (where we must set a = 1), as it can be seen from Table 1:
Mµνa =Mµνa |a=1 , Mµνa′ =Mµνa′ |a=1 and Mµνb =Mµνb |a=1 . (B.7)
The EChL amplitudes of the diagrams type (c), in terms of the Feynman rules, are:
iMµνc = Cc
∫
p
Pαγ(p)Pλρ(p− k1) 1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
(p− k1 − k2)αΓγλµ(p,−p+ k1,−k1)gρν
iMµνc′ = iMµνc |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Cc→Cc′ . (B.8)
The corresponding SM amplitudes differ on the HWpi vertex:
iMµνc = Cc
∫
p
Pαγ(p)Pλρ(p− k1) 1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
(p− 2k1 − 2k2)αΓγλµ(p,−p+ k1,−k1)gρν
iMµνc′ = iMµνc |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Cc→Cc′ , (B.9)
with coupling factors equal to:
Cc Cc′ Cc Cc′
H → γγ 2e2gmWa 2e2gmWa 2e2g 12mW 2e2g 12mW
H → γZ −2eg2 s2wcwmWa −2eg2cwmWa −2eg2
s2w
2cw
mW −2eg2 cw2 mW
The EChL amplitudes of the diagrams type (d), in terms of the Feynman rules, are:
iMµνd = Cd
∫
p
Pλρ(p− k1) 1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
gλµgρν
iMµνd′ = iMµνd |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Cd→Cd′ . (B.10)
The corresponding SM amplitudes differ on the HγWpi and HZWpi vertices:
iMµνd = Cd
∫
p
Pλρ(p− k1) 1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
gλµgρν
iMµνd′ = iMµνd |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Cd→Cd′ , (B.11)
with coupling factors equal to:
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Cd = Cd′ Cd = Cd′
H → γγ −2e2gmWa −2e2g 12mW
H → γZ 2eg2 s2wcwmWa 2eg2
s2w
2cw
mW
The EChL amplitudes of the diagrams type (e), in terms of the Feynman rules, are:
iMµνe = Ce
∫
p
Pαγ(p)
1
(p− k1)2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
(p− k1 − k2)αgγµ(−2p+ 2k1 + k2)ν
iMµνe′ = iMµνe |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Ce→Ce′ . (B.12)
The corresponding SM amplitudes differ on the HWpi vertex:
iMµνe = Ce
∫
p
Pαγ(p)
1
(p− k1)2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
(p− 2k1 − 2k2)αgγµ(−2p+ 2k1 + k2)ν
iMµνe′ = iMµνe |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Ce→Ce′ , (B.13)
with coupling factors equal to:
Ce Ce′ Ce Ce′
H → γγ −2e2gmWa −2e2gmWa −2e2g 12mW −2e2g 12mW
H → γZ −2eg2 c2w−s2w2cw mWa 2eg2
s2w
cw
mWa −2eg2 c
2
w−s2w
4cw
mW 2eg
2 s
2
w
2cw
mW
The EChL amplitude of the diagram type (f), in terms of the Feynman rules, is:
iMµνf = Cf
∫
p
Pαγ(p)
1
(p− k1)2 − ξm2W
Pδβ(p− k1 − k2)gαβgγµgδν (B.14)
with coupling factors equal to:
Cf
H → γγ −2e2gm3Wa
H → γZ 2eg2 s2wcwm3Wa
The corresponding SM amplitude to this diagram is the same except for the strength of the
HWW vertex (where we must set a = 1), as it can be seen from Table 1:
Mµνf =Mµνf |a=1 . (B.15)
The EChL amplitude of the diagram type (g), in terms of the Feynman rules, is:
iMµνg = Cg
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
Pλρ(p− k1) 1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
p · (p− k1 − k2)gλµgρν (B.16)
The corresponding SM amplitude differ on the Hpipi vertex:
iMµνg = Cg
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
Pλρ(p− k1) 1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
gλµgρν (B.17)
with coupling factors equal to:
Cg Cg
H → γγ 2e2gmWa −2e2g 12mWm2H
H → γZ −2eg2 s2wcwmWa 2eg2
s2w
2cw
mWm
2
H
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The EChL amplitudes of the diagrams type (h), in terms of the Feynman rules, are:
iMµνh =
Ch
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1)2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
p · (p− k1 − k2)(−2p+ k1)µ(−2p+ 2k1 + k2)ν
iMµνh′ = iMµνh |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Ch→Ch′ , (B.18)
The corresponding SM amplitudes differ on the Hpipi vertex:
iMµνh = Ch
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1)2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
(−2p+ k1)µ(−2p+ 2k1 + k2)ν
iMµνh′ = iMµνh |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Ch→Ch′ , (B.19)
with coupling factors equal to:
Ch = Ch′ Ch = Ch′
H → γγ −e2g 1mW a e2g
m2H
2mW
H → γZ −eg2 c2w−s2w2cw 1mW a eg2
c2w−s2w
4cw
m2H
mW
The EChL amplitude of the diagram type (i), in terms of the Feynman rules, is:
iMµνi = Ci
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
p · (p− k1 − k2)gµν . (B.20)
The corresponding SM amplitudes differ on the Hpipi vertex:
Mµνi = Ci
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
gµν (B.21)
with coupling factors equal to:
Ci Ci
H → γγ e2g 2mW a e2g
m2H
mW
H → γZ eg2 c2w−s2wcw 1mW a eg2
c2w−s2w
2cw
m2H
mW
The EChL amplitudes of the diagrams type (j) are vanishing due to the abscense of the
intercation vertex of a Higgs boson with two ghosts:
iMµνj = iMµνj′ = 0 . (B.22)
On the other hand, the SM amplitudes are:
iMµνj = Cj
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1)2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1 − k2)2 − ξm2W
(p− k1)µ(p− k1 − k2)ν
iMµνj′ = iMµνj |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Cj→Cj′ , (B.23)
with coupling factors equal to:
Cj = Cj′
H → γγ (−2)e2g 12ξmW
H → γZ (−2)eg2 cw2 ξmW
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The EChL amplitudes of the diagrams type (k) and (l), in terms of the FRs, are:
iMµνk = Ck
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
gµν
iMµνl = Cl
∫
p
1
p2 − ξm2W
1
(p− k1)2 − ξm2W
(2p− k1)µ(2p− k1)ν
iMµνl = iMµνl |k1↔k2;µ↔ν; Cl→Cl′ , (B.24)
with coupling factors equal to:
Ck Cl = Cl′
H → γγ −e2g 2mW a e2g 1mW a
H → γZ −eg2 c2w−s2wcw 1mW a eg2
c2w−s2w
2cw
1
mW
a
On the other hand, the corresponding SM amplitudes are vanishing since there are not the
multiparticle vertices Hγpipi, HZpipi, Hγγpipi nor HγZpipi.
Finally, the fermionic loop contributions in the EChL are taken as in the SM and are
extracted from [44] for both decays. We provide explicitly the special functions with our
conventions and the definitions of the f and g functions of Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.45):
AFγγ(x) = −2x(1 + (1− x)f(x)) ,
AFγZ(x, y) = I1(x, y)− I2(x, y) , (B.25)
where the auxiliary functions are:
I1(x, y) =
xy
2(x− y) +
x2y2
2(x− y)2 (f(x)− f(y)) +
x2y
(x− y)2 (g(x)− g(y)) ,
I2(x, y) = − xy
2(x− y)(f(x)− f(y)) . (B.26)
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